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Introduction to the SEntrA Training Toolkit

SEntrA Training Toolkit was developed as an open educational resource for youth workers,

trainers, and facilitators from youth organisations, or other types of organisations working with

young people. The toolkit targets organisations that are interested in developing, supporting, or

promoting the creation of entrepreneurship programmes, such as accelerators, incubators,

innovation labs, and other educational programmes for young social entrepreneurs or young

people with social initiatives. The training toolkit was developed within the Promoting youth

social entrepreneurship through non-formal learning - SEntrA project. It is designed to support

the trainers/facilitators in learning new knowledge and skills to work with young people who

want to become entrepreneurs or social innovators, starting initiatives with strong social

impact.

The SEntrA project aims to promote social entrepreneurship among young people by offering a

set of non-formal learning tools supporting youth workers and youth organisations to actively

enhance youth social entrepreneurship. The project began in 2020 and brought together five

organisations from Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Norway, and Romania to develop innovative learning

resources and supporting tools for youth organisations from Europe interested in starting

social entrepreneurship education programs for young people.

In 2020-2022, the SEntrA partners worked to achieve the following goals:

● Develop research-based knowledge on social entrepreneurship, social economy, and

youth entrepreneurship programmes in Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Norway, and

Romania.

● Create a framework of the relevant skills and competencies, as well as the

methodologies required to support youth entrepreneurship acceleration, in

alignment with the EntreComp Framework of the European Commission.

● Design a training toolkit as an educational tool that can be used by youth workers

and youth organisations to prepare young people to develop social enterprises and

other social initiatives, aiming at reaching concrete Sustainable Development Goals.

● Offer valuable transnational training to youth workers in social entrepreneurship and

design thinking, with relevant models of social initiative accelerators and other case
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studies, to inspire youth organisations to start new entrepreneurship educational

programmes.

The SEntrA project is led by Atlantic Technological University Donegal (former Letterkenny

Institute of Technology) and implemented together with the following partners: A Really

Inspiring Space (Cyprus), Asset Tec (Greece), Norsensus Mediaforum (Norway), and Fundația

Danis (Romania). The project is co-funded by the European Commission through Erasmus+

Programme and the Ireland National Agency - Léargas. Read more about the project here:

https://www.sentraproject.org/.

How to use the SEntrA Training Toolkit

The SEntrA Training Toolkit was developed to support workers and youth organisations to

prepare young people to develop social enterprises and other social or civic initiatives,

responding to specific needs from the communities while aiming at reaching concrete

Sustainable Development Goals in accordance with young people’s interests and needs.

The training toolkit includes relevant theory, case studies, and workshop plans on topics that

will help youth workers, trainers, and facilitators to:

● Develop relevant knowledge and skills about Sustainable Development Goals, social

entrepreneurship, and the social economy context in the SEntrA partner countries;

● Acquire information and hands-on experience in using the design thinking process to

support young people to explore, define, create, prototype, and implement social

initiatives and social enterprises;

● Gain knowledge about two innovation spaces from Cyprus and Ireland and their style

of working with young people, entrepreneurs, and innovators.

The training toolkit is structured into six chapters, respectively:

Chapter 1.  Social entrepreneurship and Sustainable Development Goals

The chapter supports the youth workers/facilitators to teach young people about Sustainable

Development Goals and to integrate these into the development of their social business or
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social initiatives by using the Business Model Canvas. At the same time, the chapter equips the

youth workers with knowledge on SDGs, and the SEntrA Framework for Accelerating Youth

Social Entrepreneurship.

Chapter 2. Basic knowledge on using the design thinking process for designing social

enterprises & Chapter 3. Workshop Scenarios for Empathise, Define, Ideate, Prototype & Test

The chapters provide essential information on the design thinking process and how this

supports social innovation. Then, it helps facilitators to train the young people on how to use

the design thinking tools to explore, define, ideate, and prototype their social initiatives and

social enterprises.

Chapter 4. ARIS – A Really Inspiring Space Accelerator & Chapter 6. CoLab – Incubation Center

The chapters include two case studies of enterprise accelerators developed by SEntrA partners,

respectively ARIS - A Really Inspiring Space (Cyprus), which is a start-up accelerator founded by

Deloitte Cyprus and the Bank of Cyprus, with the purpose of offering entrepreneurs the

structure, mentorship and network needed to launch successful business ventures and

accelerate their go-to-market speed, and CoLab facility at the Atlantic Technological University

Donegal (Ireland), which is an innovation center based on the Letterkenny Institute of

Technology (LYIT) campus.

Chapter 6. Basic knowledge of social economy and social entrepreneurship

The chapter aims to provide the context of the social entrepreneurship sector in Cyprus, Greece,

Ireland, Norway, and Romania, so that youth workers can support young people with relevant

information about the environment in which they plan to start their social enterprises or other

social or civic initiatives.

Most of the chapters include workshop plans to be used with young people to develop specific

knowledge and skills as described above. Every workshop plan provides the following

information that supports you, the facilitator, in preparing and organising the learning

experiences:
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Learning objectives

These objectives tell you what the participants/young people, your trainees, are supposed

to know and what they should be able to do a�er they participate in the workshop. You

could use these objectives to promote the workshop to your participants, tell them what

the workshop is about, and introduce the workshop’s expectations at the beginning of the

training.

Recommended size group/Group size

This is the number of participants recommended for the workshop so that you can reach

the learning objectives in the given time of the activity. However, as an experienced

facilitator, you may quickly adapt the activity to the size of your selected group.

Materials needed

This information helps you to prepare the right and enough materials for the workshop. It

is like a checklist you will use before starting the workshop. Prepare these materials in

time; we recommend doing it at the latest the day before the workshop.

Estimated time

This section helps you plan the workshop in terms of time, inform participants about the

length of the training, and reserve the training room for a suitable duration.

Workshop steps

These steps tell you exactly what to do during the workshop: how to start it, how to

instruct participants on specific work, how to split the group into teams, and how to follow

up and reflect on activities.

The SEntrA Training Toolkit was developed to be used by experienced facilitators. However, you

need little previous experience in social entrepreneurship or the design thinking process. If you

have more experience in these fields, it will help, for sure, in providing outstanding learning

activities! Check the SEntrA resources we have developed for organisations interested in

supporting young social entrepreneurs or young people with social initiatives, and don’t

hesitate to contact the project team for any inquiries, sharings, or suggestions.
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Chapter 1

Social Entrepreneurship & SDGs

By Asset Tec

A. TEACHING YOUNG PEOPLE ABOUT SDGS

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) or Global Goals are a collection of 17 interlinked

global goals designed to be a "blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable future for all".

The SDGs were set up in 2015 by the United Nations General Assembly as a universal call to

action to end poverty, protect the planet, and ensure that by 2030 all people enjoy peace and

prosperity. The 17 SDGs are integrated -they recognize that action in one area will affect

outcomes in others and that development must balance social, economic and environmental

sustainability. All countries of the world have agreed to work towards achieving these goals and

are committed to prioritizing progress for those who are furthest behind.

Sustainable Development in the EU - EU SDG indicator set

Sustainable development has been at the heart of European policy for a long time, firmly

anchored in the European Treaties. The EU has fully committed itself to delivering on the 2030

Agenda and its implementation and for this purpose regular monitoring of progress towards

the SDGs in an EU context is essential. This regular monitoring is based on the EU SDG indicator

set, developed in cooperation with a large number of partners and stakeholders. The indicator

set comprises 100 indicators distributed over the 17 SDGs. Thirty-six of these are multi-purpose

indicators and monitor more than one goal.

Multidimensional poverty (Poverty

or social exclusion,

In-work-at-risk-of-poverty), Basic

Needs (Housing conditions,

Overcrowding rate, Inability to keep

Malnutrition (Obesity rate),

Sustainable Agricultural Production

(Support to agricultural R&D, Organic

farming), Environmental Impacts of

Agricultural Production
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home warm)

Healthy Lives (Life expectancy,

Self-perceived health), Health

Determinants (Smoking

prevalence), Causes of Death

(Death rate due to tuberculosis, HIV

and hepatitis, People killed in

accidents at work, People killed in

car accidents), Access To Health

Care (Unmet medical needs)

Basic Education (Early school

leavers, Underachievement in

reading, maths and science, NEET -

Not in employment, education or

training), Tertiary Education (Tertiary

educational attainment,

Employment of graduates), Adult

Education (Adult learning)

Gender-Based Violence, Education

(gender gaps), Employment

(Gender employment gap, Gender

pay gap, Inactivity due to caring

responsibilities), Leadership

Positions (Women in senior

management)

Sanitation, Water Quality, Water Use

Efficiency

Energy Consumption, Energy

Supply (Renewable energy, Energy

dependency), Access to Affordable

Energy

Sustainable Economic Growth (Real

GDP per capita, Resource

productivity), Employment

(Employment rate, NEET Long-term

unemployment rate), Decent Work

(In work at-risk-of-poverty, People

killed in accidents at work)

R&D and Innovation (R&D

expenditure, R&D personnel,

Employment in high-tech

manufacturing and knowledge

intensive services, Patent

applications), Sustainable

Transport (Collective passenger

transport, Rail and waterways

freight transport)

Inequalities within Countries

(Income poverty, At-risk-of-poverty

gap, Income distribution Income

share of bottom 40 % of population),

Inequalities between Countries

(Disparities in GDP per capita,

Disparities in households income,

Financing to developing countries),

Migration and Social Inclusion

Quality of Life in Cities and

Communities (Exposure to air

pollution, Disturbance by noise,

Reported occurrence of crime),

Sustainable Mobility (Collective

passenger transport), Adverse

Environmental Impacts (Recycling

of municipal waste, Settlement

area, Population connected to

Decoupling Environmental Impacts

from Economic Growth

(Consumption of toxic chemicals,

Resource productivity, Energy

productivity), Energy Consumption

(Primary & Final, Share of renewable

energy), Waste Generation and

Management (Circular material use,

Generation of waste, Recycling rate)
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wastewater treatment)

Climate Mitigation (Greenhouse

gas emissions, GHG emissions

intensity, Energy consumption, CO2

emissions from new cars), Climate

Impacts (Surface temperature

Deviation, Climate-related

economic Losses, Ocean acidity),

Support to Climate Action

(expenditure)

Ocean Health (Bathing water quality,

Ocean acidity), Marine Conservation

(Protected marine sites under

Natura 2000), Sustainable Fisheries

(Trends in fish stock biomass,

Overfishing)

Ecosystem Status (Forest area),

Land Degradation (Settlement area,

Soil sealing index), Biodiversity

(Sites designated under Natura

2000, Common bird index)

Peace and Personal Security

(Homicide rate, Occurrence of crime,

Violence), Access to Justice

(Expenditure, Perceived

independence), Trust in Institutions

(Corruption Perceptions, Citizens’

confidence in EU institutions)

Global Partnership (Development

assistance), Financial Governance

within the EU (Government Debt,

Environmental taxes)

Connecting business strategies with global priorities

SDGs are an opportunity to address the world’s biggest sustainable development challenges

while taking a lead in the global agenda by minimizing negative impacts and maximizing

positive impacts on people and the planet. The benefits that emerge are:

● Identifying future opportunities: Global interest is redirected towards the challenges that

SDGs represent. Growing markets arise where innovative solutions and transformative

change can be applied.

● Enhancing the value of corporate sustainability: SDGs aim at a sustainable future, which

includes the sustainability of the companies as well. Switching to more sustainable

alternatives or strengthening the economic incentives for efficient resource management is

a result of adapting to the new global agenda.

● Strengthening stakeholder relations and keeping pace with policy developments: At a global

level, future policy direction is expected to be aligned with the priorities of the SDGs.

Companies that align their priorities with the SDGs can strengthen engagement of

customers, employees and other stakeholders.
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● Stabilizing societies and markets: Organisations cannot succeed in societies that fail.

Success comes from transparent financial systems, rule-based markets and non-corrupt,

well-governed institutions.

● Using a common language and shared purpose: SDGs define a common framework of action

and can help develop synergies and communicate effectively with stakeholders.

Material for Reference and further Reading

● United Nations. (n.d.). The 17 goals | sustainable development. United Nations. Retrieved

April 5, 2022, from https://sdgs.un.org/goals

● Eurostat. (n.d.). Sustainable development goals (sdgs) and me - 2020 edition. Retrieved

April 5, 2022, from https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/digpub/sdgs/index.html

● Hametner, M., Kostetckaia, M., Setz, I., Bley, S. J., Gebhard, F., Mayer, C., & Steurer, A. (2019).

Sustainable development in the European Union. Overview of progress towards the

SDGs in an EU context (2019 edition).

● SDG Compass (2015). SDG Compass: The Guide for Business Action on the SDGs

[Brochure].

https://sdgcompass.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/019104_SDG_Compass_Guide_2015

_v29.pdf

Workshop A1 - Learn about SDGs and SEntrA project

Learning objectives:

● Teach young people about SDGs

● Match social problems with SDGs

● Learn about the SEntrA project

Group size: 5-25

Materials: Data projector, Wi-Fi connection, flipchart, pens, markers and note papers

Time: approx. 1.5 - 2 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Introduce SDGs to young people (with video presentations).

● Video 1: Do you know all 17 SDGs?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XTBYMfZyrM

● Video 2: SDGs: Improve Life All Around The Globe

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGcrYkHwE80

● Encourage questions to clarify any issue about the SDGs.

2. Introduce the SEntrA project’s aim and findings in relation to SDGs

● Presentation of SEntrA Framework (pp. 6-8 & 9-12)

3. Prepare a list of social problems

● List with 5-10 social challenges; Include from simple to more complex social problems;

multiple answers are allowed per social problem.

4. Split the participants into groups of 3-5 people and ask them to match the problems with

the SDGs.

● Group activity; Give participants the list of social problems prepared and a print-out with

the 17 SDGs.

5. Open discussion

● Discuss with the participants about their matching and ask them how they feel about

problems that affect them and reflect their thoughts.

Workshop A2 - Helping young people choose SDGs

Learning objectives:

● Teach young people about Sustainable Development dimensions and targets

● Identify social problems and approach them from a social entrepreneurship perspective

● Choose SDGs and actions based on the social problems young people are facing

Group size: 5-25

Materials: Data projector, Wi-Fi connection, flipchart, pens, markers and note papers

Time: approx. 1.5 - 2 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Deepen participants’ understanding on Sustainable Development.

● Video 1: Understanding the Dimensions of Sustainable Development
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https://www.unssc.org/sites/default/files/UnderstandingTheDimensionsOfSustainableDe

velopment.mp4

● Video 2: Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) Targets and Indicators

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OhjQE5nqGrs&t=14s

(alternative) browse the https://sdgs.un.org/goals website

● Video 3: The SDGs and Business

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ivm191V50KE

● Encourage questions to clarify any issues about the topics.

2. Introduce the SEntrA project’s aim and findings in relation to SDGs

● Presentation of SEntrA Framework (pp. 6-8 & 9-12) [skip this step if Workshop A1 is

applied]

3. Split the participants into groups and ask them to identify the challenges they face in their

local communities. Every group makes a hierarchical order of the social challenges and

matches them with one or more SDGs.

● Group activity; split participants preferably by country or area of living; use sticky notes.

4. Participants present their challenges and group them by SDG on the flip board. Identify

similarities among the groups’ answers!

● Group activity; use flip board to group challenges identified.

5. Open discussion

● Discuss with the participants about the challenges identified and the actions to be

undertaken by a social enterprise / initiative. Link them with specific indicators.
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B. SentrA PROJECT - SUMMARY OF IO2 FINDINGS

The main goal of the second Intellectual Output (IO2) of SEntrA project was to develop a Framework that

will be used as a reference guide by youth organizations, youth workers, trainers and stakeholders

involved in social economy acceleration to support young people identify opportunities and develop

initiatives by putting ideas into practice though social entrepreneurship, tackling challenges and

identified problems in their daily lives.

SEntrA Model

The SEntrA Model is a comprehensive and flexible framework, built upon the EntreComp

concept and its three basic areas: Ideas & Opportunities, Resources and Into Action; and

transforms them into a complete process that links social challenges (Goals for my community),

entrepreneurial and ICT & Media competencies (Competence Resources) and community

activities (Into Action). The framework is graphically illustrated below:

Social Challenges

During the SEntrA project, we identified the most prominent social challenges that young

people face using as reference the Sustainable Development Goals (UN, 2015) in order youth to

be able to identify opportunities and develop corresponding ideas. Following the research
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conducted in the partners’ countries, we analyzed the most relevant social challenges based on

youth preferences and interests to ensure that the framework is efficient and aligning the

youth needs to SDGs.

The analysis concluded that for young people the most relevant SDGs, common to the partner

countries are: SDG 3: Good Health and Well-being, SDG 4: Quality Education, SDG 8: Decent Work

and Economic Growth and SDG 13: Climate Action. Several indicative activities to meet the main

Social Challenges / Sustainable Development Goals resulting from the partner countries'

research were also collected.

Entrepreneurship Competencies

Within the SEntrA research phase, we analyzed the level of young people’s entrepreneurship

competences and their training needs to understand which competencies should get priority in

developing our accelerator framework and training toolkit. For the process, we employed the

well-recognized European Commission - Joint Research Centre’s framework EntreComp.

The research among young people resulted that the entrepreneurship competencies that need

to be enhanced are: “Financial and economic literacy”, “Coping with uncertainty, ambiguity and

risk”, “Creativity”, “Mobilizing resources” and “Planning and management”. In addition, several

stakeholders relevant to youth work and youth entrepreneurship education were also reached

to support young people opinion and needs. Then, the SEntrA framework incorporated

entrepreneurship competencies using EntreComp’s 8-level progression model and learning

outcomes. The description of each competence targets knowledge, skills, attitudes and

behaviors that are at the foundation or intermediate levels.

ICT & Media Competencies

The level of young people’s ICT & Media Competencies was analyzed along with their training

needs to enhance these competencies using the P21 Framework (Battle for Kids P21-

Partnership for 21st Century Learning). The top 5 competencies, the young people in the five

countries were interested in developing are the following: “Access and Evaluate Information”,

“Use and Manage Information”, “Analyze Media”, “Create Media Products” and “Apply Technology

Effectively”.
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Using the P21 Framework, we extracted the core definitions of these five competences and

developed workshop activities that will serve youth workers and youth organizations to train

young people with ICT and media skills.

SEntrA Accelerator

Lastly, IO2 sets out proposed considerations for an aspiring social entrepreneurship incubator

or accelerator, in terms of its operating model, target market, content and/or curriculum and its

management and development.

As far as the operating model is concerned, a number of possible offerings, revenue streams and

investment strategies are analyzed. There are also Target Market considerations (general

considerations and relevant thematic areas), Learning components/curriculum ideas depending

on the type of the program (incubator, accelerator or Full-scope and Social impact program),

indicative timeframe and mentors / instructors support. Finally, a management and

development strategy is presented.

Material for Reference and further Reading

SEntrA Partnership. IO2 Framework for Accelerating Youth Social Entrepreneurship (2022),

https://www.sentraproject.org/.

Workshop B - IO2 Case Studies

Learning objectives:

● Gain a deeper understanding of how social enterprises operate through real-life

examples (case studies identified in the partner countries)

● Understand how social enterprises / social initiatives respond to social challenges

● Learn how to adjust a solution to the local needs of the community

Group size: 5-25

Materials: Data projector, Wi-Fi connection, flipchart, pens, markers and note papers

Time: approx. 2 - 2.5 hours

Workshop steps:
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1. Introduce a scenario inspired from a case study presented in IO2 Framework for Youth

Acceleration in Social Entrepreneurship. Use it as an example of a social challenge and how

a social enterprise / initiative may develop activities to meet it.

● Use one of the Scenarios 1-3, presented below, or choose another SEntrA Case Study (IO2,

pp. 35-52)

2. Split the participants into groups of 3-5 people and ask them to analyse the social challenge

presented and suggest an integrated approach to the given situation.

● Group activity; the participants work with the scenario and present the activities and

solutions they suggest to meet the challenge.

● You may use the follow questions to motivate and guide participants:

● What are your thoughts on the situation? How would you face the problem?

● Who are the beneficiaries?

● Plan your action. What are your activities and how would you organize them?

● Are synergies with other organizations/beneficiaries required? What kind of

organizations/beneficiaries would you include? Are beneficiaries able to co-create?

● What is the impact in the community?

● What are the difficulties/constraints you might face?

● Is your action sustainable? Consider the economic, social and environmental

sustainability if applicable.

3. Open discussion

● Discuss with the participants about the scenario and the ideas presented. Identify

similarities and different approaches suggested.

Scenarios (originated from the case studies identified in SEntrA partner countries)

Scenario 1 (Based on “Hermes Thessaly” Case Study)

You are living in a province/rural area of your country that faces major issues like

unemployment and underemployment, low education level of the local population (mainly over

40), a large number of vulnerable groups, population aging, inability to absorb the economically

active population from the secondary and tertiary production sector. The situation deeply

affects, among other things, young people’s and women’s chances to employment.
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Scenario 2 (Based on “Young Carers” Case Study)

In your community there are children and young people who have to take on extra care,

assistance or support for a parent or sibling at home, this could be as a result of an illness or

special needs. These young carers o�en take on additional responsibilities, tasks and household

chores. This o�en impacts other areas of their lives for example; school work, time spent with

friends, extra-curricular activities and hobbies. It o�en means that their needs can take second

place to those who are in need of care. This can affect their well-being and therefore they may

need additional support.

Scenario 3 (Based on “Gardens of the Future” Case Study)

In the heart of your city, there is a forgotten land of approx. 500 square meters. This area can be

transformed and improve the quality of life of the citizens, promoting Sustainable Development

and supporting various sustainable goals.
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C. SOCIAL BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

Introduction for Trainers

Integrating the Business Model Canvas as a tool for young people to visualize their idea is a

great way for them to gain a deeper understanding of how to analyze it through a business lens

and what aspects to consider when developing their business idea.

Business Model Canvas for social enterprises

The Business Model Canvas, developed by Strategyzer, is a strategic management and

entrepreneurial tool for developing new or improving existing business models. It is a visual

chart consisting of nine building blocks that allow expressing an idea in just one page - the

canvas. The Model was further elaborated by Ingrid Burkett who adapted it for social

enterprises design and grow.

We chose this tool because it is useful for planning your project and getting you acquainted

with the business mind and language.

The steps to use the Business Model Canvas for Social Enterprises are as follow:

1. The Value Proposition is the value delivered to customers by the company. In social

entrepreneurship, which is considered a hybrid approach of the two, there will be two

different propositions, the commercial value proposition and the impact value proposition.
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The first proposition is about the products and services that are produced and sold and the

latter is what social value is created. The ultimate goal is to produce such a good value that

your customers are loyal to your products/services and bring in even more customers.

2. Identify all your Customer Segments / groups that your enterprise can reach through its

products and services. The categories of customers will be at least two and they might

overlap. The one main group is the customers who are attracted to your products and

services and the second main group are the ‘customers’ who want to generate social impact

and/or might benefit from it. The goal is to convert each one-off customer to a repeated

customer.

3. Channels are how your products / services will get to your clients and how value is provided

through what channel. In the case of social enterprises, it is not just helping customers

understand your business value propositions but also your impact value propositions. It is

important that customers understand the type, scope and direction of this impact and the

most successful way to do it is to ‘deliver’ it through your channels.

4. The channels and Value proposition you chose will guide you about the kind of Customer

Relationships you want to establish with your clients. Relationships between customers

and social businesses differ from the traditional one, because of the nature of social impact.

Customer loyalty is also redefined as customers can co-create with your business instead of

rewarding them individually, as the main goal of your organization is making a difference.

5. The Revenue Stream consists of two separate but symbiotic streams, the commercial and

impact revenue. The commercial operations need to generate revenue that is enough to be

viable for the business so it can not only cover the costs but also generate a profit. You need

to assess if that impact is also ‘saleable’ in terms of impact revenue. The key to this

relationship between the two is keeping the balance with a focus on the right revenue while

keeping in mind the viability and then the sustainability of both.

6. Key Resources are the assets, tangible and intangible, that make your business model work

- and in the case of social enterprise, this refers to the resources that drive your commercial

model and the resources that drive your impacts. These could be financial resources, human

resources, physical resources, intellectual resources and impact resources.

7. Key Activities represent the things that need to be done to deliver value to your customers.

They are expressed both commercially and in the form of impact. Key activities may be:
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a. complementary meaning the business activities are complemented by and/or

complement the impact activities.

b. opposing meaning there may be activities where it is difficult to balance commerce and

impact value delivery.

8. Key Partnerships are the network of suppliers and partners that are needed in the

implementation of your impact and commercial objectives. They provide value to your

enterprise through their resources and activities. In the social enterprise context, they are

needed to help you scale, maximize and ensure the delivery of your impact.

9. The Cost Structure needs to express both the commercial operations and production costs

as well as the costs of delivering the impact. The impact is seldom cost-neutral, because if it

was, every business may be a social enterprise! You will need to find out exactly what

activities are done and what resources are needed to deliver your social impact. Then ask

yourselves which of them would not be undertaken if it was a commercial business and find

out what they cost to your business. Impact needs to be well defined, in order to find the

true cost.

Material for Reference and further Reading

● Strategyzer, The Business Model Canvas,

https://www.strategyzer.com/canvas/business-model-canvas

● Burkett, I., Using the Business Model Canvas for Social Enterprise Design, 2nd Edition,

Retrieved from

https://www.griffith.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0042/996684/BMC-for-SE-2nd-Edition

-Web.pdf

Workshop C - Developing a social idea using the BMC

Learning objectives:

● Acquire basic knowledge on the Business Model Canvas

● Build the logic of the social business

● Learn to generate social value and financial sustainability using the Business Model

Canvas

Group size: 5-25
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Materials: flip-chart or A3 paper with Business Model Canvas (1 per group); marker and pen (1

per group)

Time: approx. 3 - 4 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Introduce the Social Business Model Canvas and explain in detail every building block.

2. Split participants into smaller groups of 2-5 people. Provide them with the flip-chart or

A3 Paper with the Business Model Canvas and a marker or pen per group. Ask one

member of the group to be responsible for filling out the Canvas.

3. Ask all the groups to brainstorm and define a project idea for 5-10 minutes. They may use

the examples from the case studies of SEntrA Framework (IO2) or the previous

workshops.

4. A�er defining a project idea, one hour minimum should be given to the groups for filling

out their Social Business Model Canvas. During the process, encourage questions to

clarify any misunderstandings about how to fill the blocks.

5. Each group will present their Social Business for approx. 10 minutes while 3-5 minutes

should be allocated for questions and discussion among participants.
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Chapter 2
Basic knowledge on using the design thinking
process for designing social enterprises

By Fundația Danis

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT DESIGN THINKING

TO SUPPORT YOUTH SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP INITIATIVES

AND PROMOTE SOCIAL INNOVATION

WHY use design thinking for social innovation

Young social entrepreneurs could tackle major social, cultural, and environmental problems in

our communities through innovative solutions. They are motivated to help others, address

pressing needs, and thus solve problems. We believe that as a facilitator or trainer, your role is

to support the young social entrepreneurs in their endeavor of generating social innovation and

solving community and societal problems. One way of doing this is to introduce them to

processes, methods, techniques, and tools they can use in connecting better with their

communities, the people they want to support, and relevant stakeholders, and in generating

their innovative solutions.

HOW design thinking could help young social entrepreneurs to generate innovation

Our proposal to support social innovation and social entrepreneurs in the community is the

intensive use of the design thinking process. Thus, through this chapter, we want to equip youth

workers, facilitators, and trainers with the necessary knowledge and tools to introduce design

thinking to young people willing to generate social initiatives and social innovation in their

communities.

Design thinking is a problem-solving process used mainly to generate innovative services and

products. It is an extremely human-oriented method that helps people unblock themselves
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from the self-imposed constraints they work within, challenge their assumptions, redefine

problems, and identify alternative strategies that might not be instantly obvious. It focuses on

solving problems, but what makes this process more remarkable is the focus on the “users”, on

those for whom one wants to re-design experiences as users, audiences, customers, clients,

beneficiaries, etc. For this reason, the design thinking process is also known as human-centered

design.

How does design thinking support social innovation and social initiatives? There are three

reasons why the process is considered essential in generating innovative solutions to societal

challenges.

1. First, design thinking is a problem-solving process, thus it can be easily employed by

young social entrepreneurs in analyzing the problem and the needs of the people they

want to help, generate ideas, prototype alternative solutions, test the best ones and

implement them for solving social problems.

2. Second, the power of the process for bringing social innovation also relies on the deep

connection with the users during the process - “by working closely with the clients and

consumers, design thinking allows high-impact solutions to bubble up from below

rather than being imposed from the top” (Brown & Wyatt, 2010, p. 32).

3. Finally, when such a process focuses so much on the users (clients, customers,

beneficiaries), it forces the young social entrepreneurs to reach all the local resources,

stakeholders and make them “uncover local solutions” (Brown & Wyatt, 2010, p. 32)

coming from local expertise.

WHAT is design thinking

Before moving into concrete activities, methods, techniques, and tools you could use with the

young social entrepreneurs supporting them in generating innovative solutions to social

challenges, here is a short introduction to design thinking and how this process is understood

and structured for social innovation.

The design thinking process includes five steps: empathize, define, ideate, prototype, test. Let’s

take them one by one and understand how a young social entrepreneur may use them:
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1. The main objective of the empathize step is to discover the needs of the users -

entrepreneurs’ clients/customers/beneficiaries. To really empathize, it is not enough to

ask people: What is your need? What do you want to hear? What will make you act or

care? Sometimes they do not know, or they cannot express it in the best way.

There is no more efficient way for social entrepreneurs to learn about the importance of

listening to others - their clients and relevant stakeholders, collect information, and decipher

the meaning behind what people are saying, doing, thinking, or feeling. There are specific

methods used for empathy:

● Search for insights into the people’s stories about their experience that you want to

understand better;

● Observe people, go where they live, work or play; observe what they do or do not do, what

they say or do not say;

● Finally, understand people at the following three levels: functional (try out what the

people regularly experience), cognitive (understand what makes sense to the people),

and emotional (understand what people feel).

For “listening” to users, young social entrepreneurs may use observation, video ethnography,

interviews, group discussions, visual thinking (example: asking people to draw what the

experience means to them), role-playing (ask people to perform a short play on what the

experience means to them), storytelling (ask people to tell stories about their experience - the

most successful stories, the worst stories), etc.

2. Once all the data is collected, and the users are really understood, young social

entrepreneurs must define the users’ needs. This means to unpack and synthesize the

empathy findings into compelling needs and insights and scope a specific and

meaningful challenge for their project. Their goal is to come up with an actionable

problem statement, a challenge that will bring specific focus to the idea generation

process. In other words, the young entrepreneurs will need to select the direction from

which they will address a particular problem they identified while adding to this

perspective any valuable insight acquired through the empathize step, and which will

help them ideate for their social business or social project.
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3. In the ideate step, the aim is to generate radical design alternatives to the users’

experience. The young social entrepreneurs will need to generate a large number of ideas

for solving the social problem they want to tackle, and these ideas should be as diverse

as possible. The ideation process happens through complex or simple brainstorming or

visual thinking techniques.

4. To prototype means to “think with hands,” and any prototype should be cheap, fast, and

rough. A prototype can be anything that takes a physical form. It might be a wall of

post-it notes with ideas about the social business, a role-playing activity, a place, an

object, an interface, acting out, a user journey, and so on. When prototyping, the social

entrepreneurs need to go back to their users and get their feedback, observe and

understand how they use the prototype, and explore, test, and get inspiration.

5. The final step - test - is young social entrepreneurs’ chance to get feedback on the best

solutions, ideas they found to the users’ needs related to their social business. And they

will use this feedback to refine the solution and continue learning about their users. The

testing should be done with a “low-resolution” component of the social project or social

business that the users can pilot or try out. Then, the young social entrepreneurs go back

to the process and create the final service, product, space they want to deliver.

Taking this process in the social innovation realm, Tim Brown and Jocelyn Wyatt (2010) talks

about three spaces of design thinking for social innovation:

1) Inspiration

This is the space in which social entrepreneurs gain a deep understanding of the

problem or the opportunity that motivates them to search for innovative solutions and

help others. This space includes the design brief - setting up the framework from which

the entrepreneurs begin their project, some objectives, and constraints they might have.

Then, in this space, the entrepreneurs learn about the needs of the clients and discover

valuable insights about the clients and their environment.
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2) Ideation

This is the space in which social entrepreneurs start the creating process. First, they

synthesize the information gathered from the field research that leads to insights and

deeper understanding. Then, they generate alternative visions on how change can

happen and how the social problem can be solved. In this space, the defining and

ideation steps are combined. Supported by “T-shaped persons” (multidisciplinary

experts, open-minded to discipline beyond their own), social entrepreneurs engage in

brainstorming sessions, sort and group ideas, define the point of view they want to take

in tackling the problem, test competing ideas against one another, and finally select

ideas for which they would like to develop prototypes and plan these.

3) Implementation

The implementation space combines the prototyping and testing steps. It is the space in

which the social entrepreneurs take their ideas from the project stage into people’s lives.

They prototype, pilot, and test their ideas to discover unforeseen problems and

unintended consequences of their solution, get feedback from users, learn how to build

their communication strategy around their solution, and constantly improve their

product or service before deciding on its final deliverable.

Like any other problem-solving process, design thinking has some challenges as well that you

should make young social entrepreneurs aware about:

● Unpacking the social problem might be a very complex and long process. Some of the

roots of the problems can be highly embedded in cultural norms, people’s habits, beliefs,

values, or determined by the structure of the system in which the clients live. Also, young

social entrepreneurs need to serve and pay attention to many stakeholders and how

these impact the problem and the proposed solution;

● The pressure to find appropriate, sustainable, and scalable solutions, in addition to the

fear of failure that everyone has, might be high on some young social entrepreneurs and

could lead to demotivation, compromise, and giving up.

● Getting beyond the assumptions, beliefs, prejudices, preconceptions that they

themselves or other experts, stakeholders might have is one of the first challenges that

young social entrepreneurs might face in this process.
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● Sorting out how the young social entrepreneurs deliver the solution to clients and

understanding how the solution might impact other stakeholders and the whole

community or system need a lot of effort, piloting, coordination, consultations, etc. And

sometimes, the young social entrepreneurs need to make the decision to give up an idea

because the risks are too high, and start the process again.

Through the facilitation methods we propose here, the social entrepreneurs also improve

certain aspects of the following entrepreneurship competences, as defined in the EntreComp

(EU, 2016):

● Ideas & opportunities: creativity, vision, valuing ideas, ethical & sustainable thinking.

● Resources: self-awareness & self-efficiency, motivation & perseverance, mobilizing

others.

● Into action: taking the initiative, planning & management, working with others, learning

through experience.

Recommended readings:

● Tim Brown & Jocelyn Wyatt, Design Thinking for Social Innovation, 2010, available at

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/design_thinking_for_social_innovation;

● IDEO.org, The Field Guide to Human-Centered Design, 2015, available at

https://www.designkit.org/.

● Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford, An Introduction to Design Thinking -

Process Guide (not dated), available at

https://dschool-old.stanford.edu/sandbox/groups/designresources/wiki/36873/attachme

nts/74b3d/ModeGuideBOOTCAMP2010L.pdf.

● Tim Brown, Change by Design: How Design Thinking Transforms Organizations and

Inspires Innovation, 2009, available at

https://www.amazon.com/Change-Design-Transforms-Organizations-Innovation/dp/006

1766089.
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WORKSHOPS TO TRY OUT WITH YOUNG PEOPLE

Workshop 1: How to introduce the design thinking process to

young people

Some young people might need to experiment more and learn through hands-on experience

what the design thinking process is before applying it in their social initiatives or projects. Here

is a workshop plan for introducing the design thinking process by helping the young people to

go fast through the process, directly experience it, reflect on it and ask more questions to fully

understand the method and how this can support social innovation.

Learning objectives:

● To understand the design thinking process.

● To be able to implement a first design thinking process for a simple design challenge.

Materials needed: flipchart paper, markers, sticky notes, other office supplies for prototyping.

Estimated time: 1.5-2 hours

Workshop steps:
1. Introduce to young people the learning objectives of the workshop, and tell them that

they will experience what design thinking is through a hands-on learning experience. Tell

them that throughout the workshop they will re-design the morning coffee experience

of people from their team (or you may choose another simple challenge - lunch, giving a

birthday gi�, online shopping, etc.).

2. Present the participants the five steps of design thinking (use the theory introduction of

this chapter and additional resources).

3. When preparing your workshop, build a similar workbook like the one developed by the

Institute of Design at Stanford or print out their playbook (it can be used freely under CC

license). Split the workshop participants into pairs, and give them the workbook to start

the process of redesigning their morning coffee experience.

4. Take them first into the empathize step: in pairs, they interview each other, they ask

questions, build empathy with their colleagues and learn as much as possible about the

current morning coffee experience of the other one. They write down all the information
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they gathered throughout the interviews on a flipchart paper or on the workbook you

printed out for them. To guide them, you may use the instructions developed by the

Institute of Design at Stanford for their playbook.

5. Once they finish, ask each team to work on the definition of the problem they want to

solve, and on the point of view they will take in redesigning the morning coffee

experience. The PoV might take the form of: USER+NEEDs (the users’ needs)+ BECAUSE

(valuable insight about users).

6. Guide them in the next step - ideation. Each of them starts generating 3-5 alternative

ideas on how to redesign the morning coffee experience. Then, they choose one idea they

would like to prototype.

You may wonder what kind of prototypes the young people could create in such a short

time? Here are some examples of what other young people developed during our

workshops:

A prototype of how coffee should always come with good thoughts and encouraging
messages made for a participant who needed some extra motivation in the mornings
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A drawing prototype, explaining the atmosphere that one could get while enjoying the
coffee outdoor made for a participant who needed a more relaxed atmosphere for their
morning coffee experience

A coffee place designed with post-its on the training room’s floor, helping one
participant to get immersed in the coffee space would respond to their need for trying
coffees from all over the world in a modern and accessible place

7. Each of them builds something tangible of their solutions by using cheap office supplies

or other things they might find in the workshop room. Once the prototype is built, they

get feedback from their user, in their initial pairs.
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8. Based on the feedback, they improve the prototype and test it again with the user, in

their pair.

9. Debrief with the participants their experience, the results of their work, the process, the

steps and answer their questions about the method.

10. Finally, explain to the participants the three spaces of design thinking for social

innovation and show them how this process is relevant for social entrepreneurs. Ask

them to reflect and add more benefits or challenges to the process of generating social

innovation.

Workshop 2: Learn and practice how to develop a design brief

Learning objectives:

● To understand the design brief - What experience do young people want to

design/redesign and for who?

● To be able to frame the design challenge of any design thinking process.

Materials needed: flipchart paper, markers, sticky notes, printed copies of the Ideo’s Frame Your

Design Challenge worksheet

Estimated time: approx. 1.5 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Introduce the participants to the session’s aim: developing the design brief, the short

profile of a project, in the form of a “How might we…?” question. Explain to them that in

order to learn the process, they will work in teams to develop the design brief for an

advocacy campaign on the topic of ending child marriage (or you could use another topic

that might be more interesting for your participants or more relevant for their work).

2. Split the participants into two or three teams, and ask them to answer the following

questions:

● WHY do they want to organize this advocacy campaign? (What is the problem they

want to solve?)

● WHO is their audience?

● WHAT are the goals of the campaign? To educate, motivate or mobilize the

audience into taking a specific action?
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Each team presents their answers to WHY, WHO, and WHAT answers in a visual way, on a

flipchart paper.

3. Ask the participants to return to their teams and put their answers to the three

questions in one question that should start with “How might we….?” For example, they

could end up with a question like “How might we make our friends and acquaintances,

15-25 years old (WHO), sign a petition to stop child marriage issue around the world

(WHAT) to call on governments to ban child marriage and fund services to prevent and

respond to child marriage? (WHY)”. The teams present their HMW questions and

compare their design challenges/design briefs.

4. Introduce to the participants the Ideo’s Frame Your Design Challenge worksheet, and ask

the teams to add to their HMW questions other aspects they consider relevant from this

worksheet, such as context and constraints, or the first 3-5 solutions that come into their

mind as answers to the HMW question.

5. Debrief the session making sure the participants understand the role and the value of

this initial work on the design brief before starting the design thinking process.

Workshop 3: How to help young people to identify the social

problem they want to solve

Before jumping into the design thinking steps, we thought it would be helpful to see how you

could run an introductory workshop for young people’s social or civic initiative. You should use

this workshop when you work with incipient initiative groups of young people, when the young

people are willing to do something together for their community, but they do not know where

to start, or when their ideas about the impact they want to make are still unclear.

For this workshop, we propose to use the Theory of Change model and canvas. This is a method

that was developed in the ‘90s. Since then, it has been intensively used by nonprofit

organizations and other government agencies to generate social innovation. Shortly, through

this method, the young people can draw their roadmap from the problem they identified in

their community to the change they want to see that it’s finally happening.

● First, young people will define the problem they want to solve;
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● Then, they focus on the change they would like to accomplish and the key stakeholders;

● They start to map backward the process of achieving this long-term audience, by

identifying the key audience they want to reach, the entry points for reaching this

audience, the practical steps they need to take, and the first measurable results they

want to achieve.

● They also need to think of concrete benefits for their audience, once their initiative is in

place and working.

● Finally, for each of these sections of the canvas, they will need to reflect on the key

assumptions that support the actions they want to take, which will also help them to see

the potential risks they might face.

Recommended readings:

● Nesta. (2014). Development Impact & You. Practical tools to trigger and support social

innovation. The Theory of Change. Retrieved from

https://diytoolkit.org/tools/theory-of-change/

● Anderson, A. The Aspen Institute Roundtable on Community Change. (2006). The

Community Builder’s Approach to Theory of Change. A Practical Guide to Theory

Development. Retrieved from

https://developmenteducation.ie/media/documents/The_Community_Builders_Approach

_to_Theory_of_Change.pdf

Learning objectives:

● Identify the social problems the young people care about the most in their community;

● Define and understand the problem to be solved;

● Decide on the approach they want to take to design their solution to the problem.

Materials needed: flipchart paper sheets, sticky notes, pens, markers, smartphones/laptops

Estimated time: approx. 4 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Introduce the young people to the aim of the workshop: to identify the social problem

they would like to address in their community and decide how to approach this social

issue.
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2. Give each participant several sticky notes and ask them to make their Bug List by writing

down as many as possible issues from their community, which bother them. Each issue

should be written on a different sticky note. They could use sticky notes in specific colors

to categorize the issues, or based on how important or urgent they consider the issues.

3. All participants present their bug lists and they identify the common social problems or

common areas of interest for the majority of the group. Finally, by voting or by

consensus, the group chooses the problem they want to work on, together as a civic

initiative group or grass-root group, or as social entrepreneurs.

4. Split the participants into two teams and ask them to research the social problem they

chose to work on. They should find more information about the problem, the people

affected by it, the stakeholders, other initiatives that tried to fix the issue, success cases

on how the problem was solved in other communities, etc. They could start by doing

some online research during the workshop. But if they want or feel that they need to

study more about the issue, then you can give them two-three days to do this research

and join as a group again a�er they collected all the necessary data. At the end of the

data collection, each team has to present the problem in 3-5 minutes as a story. They

could make a video, a presentation, a series of social media posts, drawings/infographics,

etc.

5. Each team presents what they found out about the social problem, through the story

they developed. Then, through open discussions, the group analyzes the information

they all gathered, the approach, the narrative behind their stories, and the differences

between the two stories about the same social problem. Now that they are completely

informed about the problem, they should start brainstorming on the change they want

to make as a group. They decide on the impact they want to have. Write down all the

ideas they come up with about the change they want to see in their community in

regards to the problem they studied.

6. Show and explain to the participants the Theory of Change model and canvas by using a

concrete project or campaign. Encourage them to ask questions to clarify the model and

how they could use it for their initiative. Add on the canvas the problem they want to

solve and the change they want to accomplish (they should choose from the list of

changes they brainstormed in Step 5). Split the group into two teams to brainstorm on

the other sections of the canvas: the audience, the entry points, the steps they need to
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take, the outputs & outcomes they want to achieve, and the key assumptions they have

for each of these areas.

7. Each team presents their canvas, and the group decides on the final approach they want

to take in addressing the social problem. For instance, they could choose to implement

one or more of the following actions:

○ Raise awareness, inform, talk more about the issue through media projects or

advocacy campaigns;

○ Mobilize other people to care or take action for solving the issue through

advocacy campaigns, volunteer activities, or fundraising campaigns;

○ Address directly the problem by starting a new project, program, initiative,

nonprofit organization, or social business.

8. Once they made a decision on their social initiative, debrief the workshop, and shortly

introduce them to the design thinking process they could use to put their idea into

action.
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Chapter 3.

Design Thinking Facilitation Journeys for

Young Social Entrepreneurs

By Fundația Danis

1. EMPATHIZE STEP

Reminder: The Inspiration space is the one in which the young social entrepreneurs gain a deep

understanding of the problem or the opportunity that motivates them to search for innovative

solutions. The entrepreneurs learn about the needs of the clients and discover valuable insights

about the clients and their environment.

The main objective of the empathize step is to discover the needs of the users - entrepreneurs’

clients/customers/beneficiaries. To really empathize, it is not enough to ask people: What is your

need? What do you want to hear? What will make you act or care? Sometimes they do not

know, or they cannot express it in the best way.

There is no more efficient way for young social entrepreneurs to learn about the importance of

listening to others - their clients and relevant stakeholders, collect information, and decipher

the meaning behind what people are saying, doing, thinking, or feeling. There are specific

methods used for empathy:

● Search for insights into the people’s stories about their experience that one wants to

understand better;

● Observe people, go where they live, work or play; observe what they do or do not do, what

they say or do not say;

● Finally, understand people at the following three levels: functional (try out what the

people regularly experience), cognitive (understand what makes sense to the people),

and emotional (understand what people feel).
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For “listening” to users, social entrepreneurs may use observation, video ethnography,

interviews, group discussions, visual thinking (example: asking people to draw what the

experience means to them), role-playing (ask people to perform a short play on what the

experience means to them), storytelling (ask people to tell stories about their experience - the

most successful stories, the worst stories), etc.

There are tens of methods and tools that social entrepreneurs can use to get in touch with their

users/clients, gain an understanding of the users’ needs and get inspiration to come up with

innovative solutions for diverse social problems. To mention only a few of these methods and

tools: interviews with users, interviews with extreme users or lead users, question maps, journey

maps, expert interviews, group interviews or focus groups, unfocus groups, jobs to be done tool,

observations, guided tours, immersion experiences in the life of the users, drawing and other

visual thinking methods, photo journals, video ethnography, etc.

For this training toolkit, we chose to present four empathizing methods you may use with

young people:

● Interviewing the extreme users is one of the methods that allow young people to explore

“the edges, the places where “extreme” people live differently, think differently, and

consume differently” (Brown & Wyatt, 2010, p. 32) and get meaningful inspiration for

your ideas, campaigns, services, products, projects, etc.

● Personas is a visual thinking method that will help young people better understand and

visualize their users/clients’ goals, desires, needs, and other relevant insights about

them.

● The User Journey Map helps young social entrepreneurs explore, in-depth, a topic, a

problem, a service, a process as the user/client lives it in chronological order, from the

beginning to the end of the experience.

● Jobs to be Done (JTBD) will make young people focus their solution on the things that

their clients/users need from such a service or product to accomplish their tasks or

plans.

Through the facilitation methods we propose here, the young social entrepreneurs also improve

certain aspects of the following entrepreneurship competences, as defined in the EntreComp

(EU, 2016):
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● Ideas & opportunities: spotting opportunities, creativity, vision, valuing ideas.

● Resources: mobilizing others.

● Into action: taking the initiative, planning & management, working with others, learning

through experience.

WORKSHOPS TO TRY OUT WITH YOUNG PEOPLE

Extreme Users Interview

Usually, when analyzing the social problem they want to solve, the young social entrepreneurs

access previous research studies or run themselves market research. Like with any other

“classical” research, these studies look most of the time to the “median” users or, using

quantitative data, generalize and present the “average” experience - what most of the people

live. Thus, the young social entrepreneurs are le� “blind” to what happens to the edges, how

social problems are experienced by the extreme users. This lack of information might thrive on

solutions that fit only the “average” client, and, for instance, never serve those that are in

extreme need. Talking to extreme users/clients can expose social entrepreneurs to use cases,

hacks, design opportunities that they had never imagined (Ideo.org, 2015).

As Lewrick et al (2020) show, this method can serve young social entrepreneurs in the following

ways:

● Extreme or lead users have a strong need already, no matter if the product/the service

exists. This means that they might already have some ideas about the solution or they

might have created some “basic” solution for their problem.

● The needs discovered in extreme users usually might be latent in the general population.

Thus, social entrepreneurs might identify early trends in users’ behaviors or needs.

● Exploring the needs of extreme users help social entrepreneurs to articulate social

problems better. They gain an in-depth understanding and collect qualitative data,

stories that can inspire innovative solutions.

● Interviewing extreme users allows and encourages a more inclusive design in the

ideation and implementation phases.
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Learn more about interviews with extreme users:

● Ideo.org. (2015). Design Kit. Extremes and Mainstreams. Retrieved from

https://www.designkit.org/methods/extremes-and-mainstreams

● Lewrick, M., Link, P., Leifer, L. (2020). The Design Thinking Toolbox: A Guide to Mastering

the Most Popular and Valuable Innovation Methods.

Workshop 1: Practice the Extreme Users Interview

Learning objectives:

● To be able to identify users/clients’ needs and behavior by interviewing the “extremes” of

a social problem;

● To learn how to use the Extreme Users Interview to generate innovative solutions to

specific social problems.

Materials: flipchart paper sheets, sticky notes, pens, markers, computers, recorders

Estimated time: approx. 4 hours (the time needed to run the interviews and make the

summaries of these is not included)

Workshop steps:

1. Introduce the participants to the aim of the session: to learn more about their

users/clients that will benefit from their social innovation and who directly experience

the social problem they want to solve. Ask participants to use a social problem they

would like to focus on during the workshop or propose a social problem they might all be

familiar with.

2. Give each participant several A5 or A4 sheets of paper and markers/pencils in different

colors. Ask them to draw various portraits of their users/clients that they decided to

support with their social business. While drawing, encourage them to think about the

users’ context, their needs, their interests, their history, their connection with the social

problem they want to solve, how they are affected by this social problem, how they can

be reached, etc. Ask them to draw both the “less affected”, and the “most affected”

people by the social problem they want to address.

3. Split the participants into two teams, and each team discusses the portraits they drew

and establish together the final “profile” of their extreme users they would like to
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interview. Each team needs to identify and select two-three people that would

correspond with the profile they decided upon as being the “extreme users”.

4. The participants prepare the interview guidelines. So, split the group into four teams and

prepare four different “places” in the training room with flipchart paper sheets with one

of the following questions:

a. What questions would you ask to discover the users’ needs, what they will like to

benefit from your social business?

b. What questions would you ask to discover the users’ interests, motivation, what

or who will make them adopt the social innovation you propose?

c. What questions would you ask to find out about the things/obstacles that will

make them not adopt your innovative solution?

d. What questions would you ask to learn new insights about the users,

insights/information that will make the solution you propose impossible to

refuse?

5. Each team then “travels” from one place to another, and adds questions they would ask

their users/potential clients. Remind the group of the power of open-ended questions

and ask them to phrase their questions as open-ended questions.

6. All the questions are presented by the teams, and the final questions are selected to

develop the interview guidelines, with a maximum of 8-10 questions.

7. The participants go back to the initial two teams, contact the persons they chose in Step

3, and run the interviews. This can be online or phone interviews, or face-to-face

interviews. However, the participants need to step out of the workshop time and really

connect with their users. It would be great if they can record the interviews. Summary of

the interviews are prepared and shared with the whole group via online shared

documents, but also keynotes of each interview are written down on flipchart paper

sheets.

8. Split the group into 2-3 teams and ask them to review the interview summaries and the

keynotes, and develop lists with the needs and insights of their users. Each list is then

presented to the whole group, and a final sort out is run before going into the ideation

space.
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Personas

Personas is a visual thinking method used in design thinking to help teams describe and talk

about their users as fictitious characters that represent types of users. The teams sketch the

characters, and the users, and add key information about them, in order to better understand

their profile, goals, desires, needs, and relevant insights from their life. The personas are based

on information collected during the interviews, observations, or other methods of direct

contact with the users.

The power of the method resides in the power of visual thinking. According to Dan Roam

(2008), 75% of our sensory neurons are visual neurons. Thus, using visual thinking methods in

the design thinking process supports us in unleashing the full potential of our minds. When

people draw, according to Willemien Brand (2018):

● they order their thoughts;

● new perspectives open up;

● they simplify information, making complex things more approachable;

● they open up being more engaged and more creative.

Personas might serve young social entrepreneurs in the following ways:

● They will be able to learn more about their clients’ pains, gains, and tasks needed to be

fulfilled in the context of the problems young people want to solve for them;

● It helps the youth people to better visualize the information gathered from the users,

the clients they want to provide for;

● It serves in organizing the stories and pictures collected about the users/clients;

● Young people can come up with a consistent and shared image of your target clients.

Learn more about Personas:

● Lewrick, M., Link, P., Leifer, L. (2020). The Design Thinking Toolbox: A Guide to Mastering

the Most Popular and Valuable Innovation Methods.

● This Is Service Design Doing. (n.d.). Creating Personas. Available at

https://www.thisisservicedesigndoing.com/methods/creating-personas-2.
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Workshop 2: Define the Personas

Learning objectives:

● To be able to identify different profiles of users/clients.

● To learn how to use the Personas to gain a deeper understanding of users’ profiles.

Materials: flipchart paper sheets, sticky notes, pens, markers or laptops/smart devices if the

teams want to use drawing/designing apps such as Canva for sketching the profiles (see step 3.)

Estimated time: approx. 1 hour

Workshop steps:

1. A�er you introduce the learning objectives of the workshop, decide together with the

group the topic that they would like to work on when profiling users/clients. For

instance, they could work on profiling the users/clients of a digital storytelling workshop

for young people.

2. Once you choose the topic, ask the group to generally describe the users/clients of the

activity or project they decided to work on. For instance: “young people, 16-18 years old,

interested in developing their digital storytelling skills for civic blogging”.

3. Split the group into four teams and ask each team to sketch/draw the following

Personas:

● Team 1: how they imagine the average user of the activity or project they chose.

● Team 2: how they imagine the perfect user of the same activity/project.

● Team 3: how they imagine the most skeptical user of the project.

● Team 4: how they imagine the greatest “fans”/the evangelists of the project.

Note: if the teams are willing to, they could use web apps/online apps in sketching their

Personas, such as Canva. In this way, they could also add relevant pictures, icons,

graphics, etc. to their profiles.

4. The teams present their drawings, and the Personas, and compare the results they

obtained. Lead the discussion and ask the teams to reflect on the aspects they included

in the Personas, and what aspects they le� out when they imagined their users,

compared to the other sketches resulting from the exercise.

5. Explain to the group how the Personas method is used in the design thinking process.

Answer any questions the group might have, and encourage reflections on how they
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could use this tool in their future processes of designing services, campaigns, or

organizational strategies.

The User Journey Map

The Journey Map is a tool that young social entrepreneurs use later in the inspiration space, just

before getting into the ideation space. This map helps the entrepreneurs to identify key

moments in the experience they want to re-design for their users/clients and understand better

how they can respond to users’ needs. The journey maps are used mainly in situations in which

the entrepreneurs want to understand in detail what their users/customers experience when

they interact with the solution they want to propose/or other similar solutions that already

exist but are not that successful. The Journey Map can be also used in the Implementation

phase, once that the young social entrepreneurs develop their solution and they want to

prototype and test the “touchpoints” the users have with their social business, or services, or

products.

The Journey Map serves the young social entrepreneurs in the following ways:

● It draws the detailed map of the full users’ experience in interacting with a possible

solution or similar solutions that already exist on the market to address the specific

social problem;

● The social entrepreneurs are able to spot problematic areas, gaps, obstacles and/or

identify extra needs of the users/clients;

● They achieve a complete understanding of all the users’/client’s touchpoints in the

experience they want to re-design/design;

● The entrepreneurs are able to keep the design process user-oriented and

experience-oriented while starting the ideation process for new products, services.

Learn more about the Journey Map:

● Ideo.org. (2015). Design Kit. Journey. Retrieved from

https://www.designkit.org/methods/journey-map

● Lewrick, M., Link, P., Leifer, L. (2020). The Design Thinking Toolbox: A Guide to Mastering

the Most Popular and Valuable Innovation Methods.
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Workshop 3: Discover the Journey Map

Learning objectives:

● To be able to identify users/clients’ touchpoints with the experience the social

entrepreneurs want to re-design or design;

● To learn how to use the Journey Map to gain a deeper understanding of users’ needs,

insights, and also on gaps, obstacles, or other factors that might influence the adoption

of an innovative solution to address a specific problem.

Materials: flipchart paper sheets, sticky notes, pens, markers

Estimated time: approx. 2 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Discuss with the young social entrepreneurs the aim of the session: to identify the key

moments of the users/clients as they experience a certain solution that aims to solve a

specific social problem. Invite participants to choose a program, project, social business

idea they are familiar with, which they will use to learn and understand how the Journey

Map can be used in developing their own social businesses.

2. Split the participants into two teams. On a flipchart paper, each team will analyze and

write down the selected business/project by thinking about the core moments of users’

engagement. They should describe the moments with a 1-2 word headline and arrange

them in chronological order.

3. Each team presents the initial maps, they discuss it with the whole group, and with help

of the feedback received they review the map, adding, removing, grouping, or reordering

the key moments.

4. Then, each team analyzes the moments from the Journey Map by thinking about how

the users interact with the business/the project in these “touchpoints”. Explore how

these touchpoints address their specific needs, how they might miss some needs, how

they might ease the interaction or create additional obstacles, how the interactions

might make users/clients feel, what gaps, confusions they could generate, etc.

5. The teams present their discoveries and reflections. The group makes a new list of needs

and insights about their users. Explain to the social entrepreneurs that this list and all

the reflections generated by this method help them in the ideation process when they
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design their innovative solution. It gives them a solid understanding of how to design

their solution step by step, thinking, and planning in every detail the way in which the

users interact with their business, product, or service.

Jobs To Be Done

Jobs To Be Done (JTBD) is a method that can be used by young people to capture the tasks (jobs

to be done) that their users/clients want to accomplish when using their service or product or a

similar solution to the one the young people want to develop for them. As Lewrick et al. (2020)

explain, “the basic idea of JBTD is that the customers ‘scream’ for a product or service whenever

they have to solve a task”, and the entrepreneurs’ job is to identify and fully understand these

tasks, and the needs behind them.

While analyzing the tasks - the jobs to be done - young people would look into the functional,

social, or emotional aspects of these, and focus on the situation, the motivation, and the

expected result. To give an example, let’s say that young people want to design or redesign a

mentorship program for other young people, and the entrepreneurs discuss it with them to

fully understand the mentees’ needs, using the JTBD method. During the interview, among

other relevant questions, young people would ask the users, for example, How would you

imagine the meetings with your mentor?. And they might give answers, such as:

● When I meet my mentor (situation), I want to be able to trust them (motivation) so I can

fully share my problems with them (expected result). [this could be considered an

emotional task]

● When I meet my mentor, I want to meet them in a nice cafe, in the park, or at the

cinema so I can go out and also have some fun. [this could be considered a social task]

● When I meet my mentor, I want to meet them during the weekend, so I can have enough

time to spend with them. [this could be considered a functional task]

Young entrepreneurs’ job is to ask many Why and How questions to reach as many answers as

possible that they can then arrange and use as Jobs To Be Done that talk simply and clearly

about users’ needs and insights regarding a specific situation and a problem to be solved.
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The Jobs To Be Done could serve young social entrepreneurs, as follows:

● It gives a structured way to fully understand and capture the clients’/users’ expectations

regarding the product or the service the organization is willing to provide.

● Young people will be able to discover new tasks or expectations users have from their

product or service or reach a new perspective on the users’ needs already identified.

● The method helps young people to align their solution - the future product or design - to

the clients’ tasks meant to solve their problems.

● Finally, the method allows young people to understand the functional, social, emotional,

and personal tasks of the users willing to solve a specific problem for themselves.

Learn more about Jobs To Be Done:

● Lewrick, M., Link, P., Leifer, L. (2020). The Design Thinking Toolbox: A Guide to Mastering

the Most Popular and Valuable Innovation Methods.

● Clayton M. Christensen, et al. (2016). Know Your Customers’ “Jobs to Be Done”. Harvard

Business Review. Retrieved from:

https://hbr.org/2016/09/know-your-customers-jobs-to-be-done.

Workshop 4: Make the list - Jobs To Be Done!

Learning objectives:

● To be able to identify tasks/jobs to be done that clients/users need in order to solve a

specific problem that the young social entrepreneurs would also like to address with a

new product or service.

● To learn how to use the Jobs To Be Done tool to gain a deeper understanding of users’

needs and insights that will help the young entrepreneurs to align their future product

or service to the clients’ specific expectations and tasks.

Materials: flipchart paper sheets, sticky notes, pens, markers

Estimated time: approx. 1 hour

Workshop steps:

1. Introduce to the participants the learning objectives and explain the Jobs To Be Done

tool and its value for developing a new service, product, or project.
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2. Prepare in advance, on post-its, different situations the participants will work on in pairs,

interviewing each other, imagining they interview potential clients/users for a workshop,

a competition, a retreat, a gala, etc. You will need one situation per participant. For

example, the situations could look like:

a. When I participate in an online workshop on storytelling, I want to… so I can…

b. When I participate in a face-to-face workshop on storytelling, I want to… so I can…

c. When I participate in an entrepreneurship competition, I want to… so I can…

d. When I go to a team retreat with my organization, I want to… so I can…

e. When I go to a fundraising gala, I want to… so I can…

3. Through role-playing, in pairs, the participants interview each other, according to the

situation they select on their post-it. Remind them to use many How and Why questions

to discover as many as JBTD possible. In the end, they will have to make a list of JTBD for

their work partner, including functional, emotional, and social JBTD (three-five or more

per category).

4. Ask the participants to reflect on the JBTD they collected and think about how these

answers could be used in designing a situation like the one they had on the post-its, such

as an online or face-to-face workshop, competition, retreat, or gala.

5. Debrief the session by talking about different methods of empathizing, and summarize

the added value of Jobs To Be Done in the whole context of the empathize step.
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2. DEFINE STEP

Reminder: Once all the data is collected, and the users are really understood, young social

entrepreneurs must define the users’ needs. This means to unpack and synthesize the empathy

findings into compelling needs and insights and scope a specific and meaningful challenge for

their project. Their goal is to come up with an actionable problem statement, a challenge that

will bring specific focus to the idea generation process. In other words, the young entrepreneurs

will need to select the direction from which they will address a particular problem they

identified while adding to this perspective any valuable insight acquired through the empathize

step, and which will help them ideate for their social business or social project.

This actionable problem state takes the form of a Point of View that follows this structure:

USER + NEED + INSIGHT/INSIGHTS

Here is how a PoV for a volunteering project, willing to involve young people in the community,

could look like:

“Recently employed young individuals seek ways of building bonds with their new team

colleagues. The activities should help them in showing off their existing “superhero”

qualities in the community, and provide fun to everyone!”

The beginner mindset

During the whole design thinking process, but most importantly while analyzing the data

collected from users, young people should learn to remain open and curious, and assume

nothing about their users, their needs or their life, in general (Brown, 2009). Even if they feel

and think that they know their users, clients,, audience very well - they should forget everything

they know and be curious to learn again and more about them. The design thinking method is

itself designed to help gain new information and surprising insights about users. Young people

should trust it and explore everything with the beginner’s mind.

Don’t try to solve all the problems identified in the empathize step

During the empathize step young social entrepreneurs may identify many problems and needs

of their clients, audience, users, etc. However, they should not try to solve all of them in one
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project. They need to choose the one need or a couple of needs that they would like to address

with their particular project/initiative they have started, thinking about their design brief.

Be courageous to challenge the design brief

The design thinking process helps young people better connect and understand their users. So,

they should trust the process and use the empathize and the define steps to challenge and

adapt or change their own design brief. They should use the define step to come up with a real

challenge that speaks about the users’ need that the young people want and could address with

their design of services, campaigns, strategies, spaces, etc.

For this training toolkit, we chose to present several define methods you may use with young

people. The workshops help participants to learn and experience methods for giving meaning to

data and for organizing, evaluating and selecting relevant information. Thus, we have selected

to present four tools in the following two workshop plans: Define Success, Point of View Ad,

Vision Cone and Design Guidelines.

Define Success

It is a method that can be used in different moments of the design thinking process, but here

we chose to use it in the Define step, in which it helps the design team/young social

entrepreneurs make sense, give meaning and organize the information collected through the

empathize step. The empathize phase can be very overwhelming as it might lead to a lot of data.

Some information collected from the users will be relevant for the project/initiative, while some

other will not be needed. In order to be able to “download”, sort and organize this data, the

design team/young social entrepreneurs might need to remind themselves why they do this

process and what will be success for their design challenge. The method allows each member of

the team to express their point of view of what success means to them, and then the group put

together and agree on a shared list of factors of success regarding the outcomes of their

project/initiative. Thus, the team reaches consensus on what success needs to be achieved, and

reminds themselves and clarifies the goal of their work before going back to their users’ needs

and insights.
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Point of View Ad

The Point of View helps young social entrepreneurs in reframing the design challenge into an

actionable problem statement that the design team could use in starting the ideation process.

Usually a PoV, as we saw at the beginning of this chapter, takes the form of:

USER+NEED+INSIGHT. A PoV expressed as an ad has the advantage of distilling the findings

about the type of user the young people would like to target and putting them in an intriguing

format. A want ad accentuates the need, insights and relevant character’s traits of a specific

user. The PoV ad should include a descriptive characterization of the user, followed by “seeks”

and a need, plus an intriguing way to express the relevant insight. For example: “High-energy

teenager seeks awesome social network. Interests should include issues of societal importance

(e.g. how much parents suck and also why being a vegetarian might be cool). Willingness to IM

constantly during the school year is a MUST!” (D.School  Bootcamp  Bootleg, n.d.).

Vision Cone

This tool has a triple role: first, it helps to organize the findings about the users on a timeline,

looking to the past, present and future regarding their needs, insights, dreams, interests, etc.;

second, the tool also allows young people to define the success of the project/initiative,

thinking about how things should look in the future; finally, it makes it easier to choose a point

of view on the design challenge, giving young entrepreneurs a time perspective on the

problem/problems they want and can address. At the practical level, when young people

implement this method, should use a wall or a flipchart paper sheet and arrange their findings

and reflections done during the define step on a timeline, as a vision cone (the past information

“cone” converges into the present, while the present diverges into the future “cone” - the vision

cone).

Design Guidelines

As D.School explains, design guidelines are a set of “written statements that articulate a

strategy for how you will solve your design challenge, independent of a specific solution” (2018,

p. 12). Young social entrepreneurs should develop some design directives as these result and get

selected from their findings, respectively the users’ needs and insights. All they need to do is to

translate their observations about the needs/insights in terms of solutions, but these should be

independent from any design solution they might generate in the ideation phase. For example,
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a young individual/user might have the need to feel included in the design of a youth service.

This need can be translated into a design directive like “involve the user in designing the

service” (but it does not say how to do it; this will be a design decision made later in the

process). These design guidelines are then used in the ideation process, in the brainstorming

sessions.

All these define methods and others that exist there support the design thinking team/young

social entrepreneurs to gain perspective on the process and the outcomes they envision, and

take a step back and think before getting into action, into the creative process. The empathize

step could be overwhelming with all the information collected from the users. Thus, the design

thinking team should use the define step to take a pause, organize the data, sort the data, select

the relevant information, reflect and decide, while asking questions such as:

● What are the key outcomes we want to achieve in designing/redesigning this experience

for our users?;

● What are the needs of the users that our initiative/project can and is willing to address?;

● What are the insights about the users that could be relevant in the design of the new

service/campaign/strategy?;

● What is the perspective that our initiative/project should take in addressing this specific

problem/need of the user?;

● How do these findings influence our initial design challenge? Should we refine or rethink

our design challenge?, etc.

Through the facilitation methods we propose here, the social entrepreneurs also improve

certain aspects of the following entrepreneurship competences, as defined in the EntreComp

(EU, 2016):

● Ideas & opportunities: creativity, vision, valuing ideas, ethical & sustainable thinking.

● Resources: self-awareness & self-efficiency, motivation & perseverance.

● Into action: taking the initiative, planning & management, coping with ambiguity,

uncertainty & risk.

Learn more about the above define methods here:

● Lewrick, M., Link, P., Leifer, L. (2020). The Design Thinking Toolbox: A Guide to Mastering

the Most Popular and Valuable Innovation Methods.
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Note: The basic templates of the tools presented in this book may also be found here:

https://en.dt-toolbook.com/tools

● Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford (D.School). (2018).The Design Thinking

Bootleg. Available at https://dschool.stanford.edu/s/9wuqfxx68fy8xu67khdiliueusae4i

● Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford. (n.d). D.School Bootcamp Bootleg.

Available at https://dschool.stanford.edu/s/METHODCARDS-v3-slim.pdf

WORKSHOPS TO TRY OUT WITH YOUNG PEOPLE

Workshop 1: Define success or give meaning to your data

Learning objectives:

● To gain knowledge on how to download and organize data collected during the

empathize step;

● To be able to use one method of giving meaning to the collected data - Define success

method.

Materials: flipchart paper sheets, sticky notes, pens, markers

Estimated time: approx. 1.5 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Introduce to the participants the learning objectives of the workshop, explaining the

importance of “downloading” and organizing the data collected through the empathize

step before going into the ideation process. Make a short presentation of the Define

Success method using the information from above or from the resources provided. For

trying out this method, the group will work on the idea of organizing a volunteer

recruitment campaign for a specific project. They could work on this topic from the

perspective of their own project/initiative, or you could help them choose another

project - a real or a mock-up one.

2. Split the group into 2-4 teams, and ask them to work on a list of needs and insights

about potential volunteers (their users), respectively on a list of factors of success of a

volunteer recruitment campaign:
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● Team 1 & Team 3 work on lists of needs and insights of people they would like as

volunteers in their organization.

● Team 2 & Team 4 define success for the volunteer recruitment campaign they

have in mind for their organization.

3. Pair-up Team 1 with Team 2, respectively Team 3 with Team 4, and ask them to present

each other the results of their work from the previous step. Also, then, they have to

decide together how they would organize the needs and insights of their users taking

into consideration the success factors they identified. Moreover, they should reflect

about the information they might miss about their users in order to be able to reach the

success they want with their campaign. At the end, the team pairs present the outcomes

of their common work.

4. Debrief the session asking the participants to think about how the list created by the

pair-team changed their perspective on their own list, being the list of needs and

insights or the list of success factors. Also, remind the participants that in this workshop

they basically mocked-up the empathize step, making the list of the users’ needs and

insights without really interacting with the users/clients. In a regular design thinking

process, they will need to collect data directly from the users, and most probably their

lists will be longer, more consistent and complex.

Workshop 2: Re-define the design challenge or

choose the point of view

Learning objectives:

● To learn the essentials about the Define step of the design thinking process.

● To practice and learn through hands-on experience how to use some methods of

defining the design challenge, such as PoV, Vision Cone or Design Guidelines.

Materials: flipchart paper sheets, sticky notes, pens, markers or laptops/smart devices if the

teams want to use drawing/designing apps such as Canva for sketching the profiles (see step 3.).

Estimated time: approx. 1.5 hours
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Workshop steps:

1. Introduce to the participants the aim of the workshop: to learn about a couple of

methods of defining their problem statement in regards to their design challenge,

before jumping into the ideation process. Make a short presentation of what define step

means and of some defining methods, such as PoV ad, Vision Cone and Design Guidelines,

using the information from this chapter or from the resources provided.

2. Split the group into three teams and ask them to come up with a list of needs and

insights about a group of users/clients for which they would like to redesign/design a

service experience. For instance, if you already implemented the workshops we made

available in the Empathize section of this chapter, you may use the results of any of

those exercises in this workshop. Or you may ask the participants to develop similar lists

of needs and insights about their users for other projects/activities they would like to

design.

3. Once each team has its lists of needs and insights, ask them to select which

needs/insights they would like to focus their designing challenge by using the following

three defining methods:

● Team 1: Express their design challenge/problem statement as a PoV ad.

● Team 2: Express their design challenge using the Vision Cone method.

● Team 3: Express their design challenge as Design Guidelines.

4. The teams present the results of their work and compare the ways in which they express

their design challenge and how they framed the problem statement.

5. Ask the participants to go back into their teams and to reframe their design

challenge/problem statement using a different defining tool.

6. The teams reflect in the group how these different methods helped them in

understanding the needs and the insights of their users, and in choosing the point of

view/the perspective they want to take in the ideate step, respectively in the creative

process.
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3. IDEATE STEP

Reminder: In the ideate step, the aim is to generate radical design alternatives to the users’

experience. The young social entrepreneurs will need to generate a large number of ideas for

solving the social problem they want to tackle, and these ideas should be as diverse as possible.

The ideation process happens through complex or simple brainstorming or visual thinking

techniques.

The design thinking team

Before getting started with the brainstorming, explain to young people that they need to make

sure they have the right team for the process. As Tim Brown explains (2009), in this process,

young social entrepreneurs should involve “T-shaped” persons. The vertical stroke of the “T”

represents the depth of the skills and knowledge of these persons regarding the field they need

to contribute to. For instance, are they planning a new fundraising campaign? Make sure that

their team includes people that have relevant experience in fundraising. The horizontal stroke

of the “T” is the persons’ openness to collaborate across disciplines. Thus, they should be

empathetic, enthusiastic and curious about other people’s fields, experiences, knowledge and

skills, and understand that this diversity could improve the creative process.

Brainstorming rules

According to IDEO (2015), here are some rules young people should consider following when

running the brainstorming sessions:

● One conversation at a time. This will help people to pay full attention to each idea that is

shared in the group.

● Go for quantity. In a one-hour session, the team should aim for at least 100 ideas, and

select their best ideas and then start building on these ones.

● Build on others ideas. This takes exercise, but it is possible. Explain to the young

entrepreneurs that they should try to use “and” instead of “but”, when they hear a new

idea.

● Encourage wild ideas. Young people should not be afraid to storm out the wildest and

craziest ideas - these have the power to give rise to creative leaps, disrupt the monotony

and bring the brainstorming session to the next level.
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● Be visual. Draw, map, use post-its, put them up on the wall. All these help visualize ideas,

explaining them and generating new ideas in the creative process.

● Stay on topic. Keep people and the discussion on the session’s aim, otherwise a creative

process can easily go beyond the scope of what young people try to accomplish.

● Defer judgment. The young social entrepreneurs should make everyone feel that they

can share everything and that they are allowed to build on others’ ideas and that they

allow others to build on their ideas.

For the ideate step, the learning sessions we propose support young people to learn and try out

brainstorming methods, such as Reverse Brainstorming, 6*5*3 Brainstorming, How Might We

Brainstorming, 2*2 Matrix, and Blue Ocean Tool.

Reverse brainstorming

This brainstorming method tries to help the designing team to come up with solutions to a

specific problem by reversing the flow they already know, and playing with the creative power of

our mind. Thus, the team brainstorms on the “worst” solutions to a problem or on things that

will make the problem worse. In practice, the method makes the team think about aspects of

the problem or of the solution that normally they would not take into consideration in a classic

brainstorming session. At the same time, at the end of the session, the team has to flip the

ideas into possible solutions for their specific problem.

6*5*3 Brainstorming

This is a tool that helps the design team to generate many-many ideas in a very short time,

while building on each other’s ideas. It is designed for a team of six people. Each of them gives

first three ideas/solutions, which are then further developed by the others within five iterations.

The method can be adapted to the number of the people joining the design thinking team.

How Might We Brainstorming

How Might We Brainstorming tool helps the team to break down the big design challenge and

problem statement/PoV into smaller actionable steps and ask questions that open the solution

space. Using questions that start with “How Might We…”, the design thinking team could explore

different aspects of the design challenge or the problem statement/PoV, such as assumptions,
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analogies, opposite things, tensions, status quo, etc. The team should define 4-5 HMW

questions, or even more, and then start brainstorming for each of them - solutions will come

out by trying to answer these questions.

2*2 Matrix

It is a visual tool of categorizing and prioritizing ideas helping the design team in the selection

process of the solutions that are to be prototyped. The matrix can be easily adapted to any

project because young people may use any type of meaningful axis attribute to sort and arrange

solutions. All they have to do is to draw the two axes and the four quadrants, and designate the

axes according to the need of their project/initiative. They may evaluate the ideas, for instance,

in terms of added value for the clients and risks for the project/initiative, or in terms of costs

and benefits, or feasibility and impact, etc.

Blue Ocean Tool

New services and products are not all about the users’ needs, but also about the competitors.

The Blue Ocean Tool helps young social entrepreneurs in differentiating their service or product

from the competition, including the competitive behaviors, and opening up for new market

opportunities. The young people should imagine that their product or service ‘swims’ in a red

ocean, which is the existing market with strong competition, such as other services offered to

their users/clients. The young people’s goal is to understand: the factors that might be raised far

above the current market standard; the factors that need to be reduced; the factors that should

be eliminated; and the factors that the market does not offer yet and need to be created. Then,

having all these in mind, the young people should brainstorm about the blue ocean - the place

where they will take their product or service, having no competitors or very few competitors in

serving their users’ needs.

All these methods and other more used for generating alternative solutions to specific

problems could help the young social entrepreneurs:

● To improve their creative and design processes for new services, new campaigns, or

strategies;

● To democratize the service design process, asking a diverse team to join the creative

sessions and contribute to the ideation step;
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● To develop a large number of ideas (which are a guarantee for better quality solutions)

that could be then prototyped and checked with their clients, audiences or other

relevant stakeholders.

Through the facilitation methods we propose here, the social entrepreneurs also improve

certain aspects of the following entrepreneurship competences, as defined in the EntreComp

(EU, 2016):

● Ideas & opportunities: creativity, vision, valuing ideas.

● Resources: self-awareness & self-efficiency, motivation & perseverance, mobilizing

resources, mobilizing others.

● Into action: taking the initiative, planning & management, coping with ambiguity,

uncertainty & risk, working with others, learning through experience.

Learn more about these brainstorming methods here:

● Lewrick, M., Link, P., Leifer, L. (2020). The Design Thinking Toolbox: A Guide to Mastering

the Most Popular and Valuable Innovation Methods.

Note: The basic templates of the tools presented in this book may also be found here:

https://en.dt-toolbook.com/tools

● Mozilla. (n.d) Open Innovation Toolkit. Available at https://toolkit.mozilla.org/methods/,

respectively Idea Generation:

https://toolkit.wpengine.mcws.mozilla.community/method/idea-generation/

● IDEO.org. The Field Guide to Human-Centered Design, 2015, How Might We available at

https://www.designkit.org/methods/3

● Elmansy, R. (n.d). Design Thinking Tools: Reverse Brainstorming, available at

https://www.designorate.com/design-thinking-tools-reverse-brainstorming/

● Design Thinking Methods Catalogue. (n.d). 6-3-5 Method, available at

https://www.designthinking-methods.com/en/3Ideenfindung/6-3-5.html

Workshop 1: Brainstorming, brainstorming, brainstorming

Learning objectives:

● To gain understanding on the Ideate step and on different brainstorming methods;
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● To be able to use specific brainstorming methods, such as Reverse brainstorming, 6*5*3

brainstorming, and HMW brainstorming.

Materials: flipchart paper sheets, sticky notes, pens, markers

Estimated time: approx. 1 hour

Workshop steps:

1. Introduce the participants to the learning objectives of the workshop and make a short

introduction of the brainstorming methods they will try out during the workshop,

respectively Reverse brainstorming, 6*5*3 brainstorming, and HMW brainstorming. You

may also prepare them a couple of instructions for each of the brainstorming methods.

2. Split the group into three teams and give each team a design brief and a PoV/problem

statement they could use for brainstorming. You may also use the results of the previous

workshop, respectively the design challenges the teams created there. Starting from the

design briefs and the PoVs/problem statements, the team have to try out different

brainstorming methods to generate as many ideas, alternative solutions for their

challenges:

● Team 1 uses Reverse brainstorming

● Team 2 uses 6*5*3 brainstorming

● Team 3 uses HMW brainstorming

3. Using post-its, flipchart papers, the teams organize their ideas into some visual

exhibitions of the solutions they came up with, in three different places of the workshop

room. The teams visit the exhibition, ask questions and get inspired for their own

creative process.

4. Ask the group to go back into their teams and try out a different brainstorming method

from the selected three or another brainstorming method they might be aware about

and they would like to try. Once they finish the second round of brainstorming, they add

new ideas to their exhibition.

5. Introduce to the group the 2*2 Matrix method to organize and sort ideas, in order to be

able to select the solutions that could go into the prototype step. Then, ask the teams to

implement the 2*2 Matrix method at least twice, on different axes, and to try to select

the best three ideas they would like to prototype.

6. Debrief the workshop by asking each team to present the results of their work on using

the 2*2 Matrix, and their reflections on the whole creative process they have tried out.
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Workshop 2: Blue Ocean Tool

Learning objectives:

● To acquire knowledge of a more structured tool of brainstorming, Blue Ocean Tool.

● To be able to use the Blue Ocean Tool in a specific context, for developing a new service,

product, or project.

Materials: flipchart paper sheets, sticky notes, pens, markers

Estimated time: approx. 1.5 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Introduce to the participants the learning objectives of the sessions and briefly explain

how relevant it is to understand the users/clients’ needs in a specific context,

respectively in a market where they might have already access to similar products,

services, or projects like the ones the young people plan to develop.

2. Ask the participants to write down on a post-it the idea of a new service or product or

project they would like to develop, and invite some of them to share their ideas with the

whole group. Using their ideas, try to cluster the group into three or four teams that

could work together on a specific idea of a service, product, or project.

3. Then, present the Blue Ocean tool to the participants, explaining to them the difference

between the red ocean market and the blue ocean market. Also, introduce the four types

of factors they should consider when thinking about how to reach the blue ocean market

- the factors that need to be raised, the factors that need to be reduced, the factors that

need to be eliminated, and the factors that need to be created in the ‘industry’ of the

product/service or project the young people might want to develop.

4. Ask the teams to choose a project from their cluster list, and analyze first the red ocean

of their idea, and then the four types of factors that could help them reach the blue

ocean market.

5. Each team presents their analysis and gets feedback from the group, and then they

return to their project to make the final decisions about the features they would like to

add to their project, product, or service, or about the aspects they would need to

consider, maybe related to marketing and communication or to clients/users’
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competitive behavior, in order to reach the blue ocean market - the non-competitive

market or with few competitors.

6. Final presentations take place, and you debrief the session with the support of the

participants reflecting on the benefits and challenges of the Blue Ocean tool used in the

ideation step.
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4. PROTOTYPE & TEST

Reminder: The Implementation space (protype & test) is the one in which the social

entrepreneurs take their ideas from the project stage into people’s lives. They prototype, pilot,

and test their ideas to discover unforeseen problems and unintended consequences of their

solution, get feedback from users, learn how to build their communication strategy around

their solution, and constantly improve their product or service before deciding on its final

deliverable.

To prototype means to “think with hands,” and any prototype should be cheap, fast, and rough.

A prototype can be anything that takes a physical form. It might be a wall of post-it notes with

ideas about the social business, a role-playing activity, a place, an object, an interface, acting

out, a user journey, and so on. When prototyping, the young social entrepreneurs need to go

back to their users and get their feedback, observe and understand how they use the prototype,

and explore, test, and get inspiration.

The final step - test - is young social entrepreneurs’ chance to get feedback on the best

solutions, ideas they found to the users’ needs related to their social business. And they will use

this feedback to refine the solution and continue learning about their users. The testing should

be done with a “low-resolution” component of the social project or social business that the

users can pilot or try out. Then, the young social entrepreneurs go back to the process and

create the final service, product, space they want to deliver.

There are several methods that young social entrepreneurs can use in the implementation

space for prototyping and testing their innovative solutions to social problems, such as

business models, frameworks, storyboards, pitching, role-playing, visual thinking methods,

journey maps, collages, plans, etc. Below we present several of them:

● The Story Canvas;

● The Storyboard and the story map;

● Feedback capture grid;

● MVP & Service Blueprint;

● A/B Testing;
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● Solution interview.

Through the facilitation methods we propose here, the social entrepreneurs also improve

certain aspects of the following entrepreneurship competences, as defined in the EntreComp

(EU, 2016):

● Ideas & opportunities: creativity, valuing ideas.

● Resources: self-awareness & self-efficiency, motivation & perseverance, mobilizing

others.

● Into action: taking the initiative, planning & management, coping with ambiguity,

uncertainty & risk, working with others, learning through experience.

The Story Canvas

Another tool that young social entrepreneurs may use, especially in planning their

crowdfunding/promotion/communication campaigns in the implementation phase, is The Story

Canvas, developed by Digital Storytellers. Get prepared to support the young social

entrepreneurs to plan their campaigns and read more about the canvas here:

https://www.digitalstorytellers.com.au/the-story-canvas/.

Any social marketing, advocacy, promotion, communication or crowdfunding campaign the

young social entrepreneurs want to plan will serve at least one of the following goals:

● To educate a specific audience about an issue;

● To motivate a specific audience to care about an issue;

● To mobilize a specific audience to act upon an issue in a particular direction.

We summarized for you and the young social entrepreneurs the main steps and questions they

need to use in order to fill out the Story Canvas for their crowdfunding/promotion/marketing

campaigns, based on the communication goals they have - to educate, motivate, mobilize

or/and move people into action.
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PURPOSE: Why does this story need to be told? Why should people care about your campaign?

3. Audience
Primary –
takes action
Secondary –
hears your
story

• Profile
• React

(emotions)
• Impact

5. Key messages
Three things you want
your audience to
remember about the
problem & solution,
and why now?

9. Story

Concept
Structure
Type of story
(explainer, vision,
personal story, etc.)

4. People & Places Who &
Where

People – relevant for you
and the audience; how you
reach them
Places – relevant for
people, for the story, for
the “challenge” people had
to take

8. Campaign How
will you get your
story out there?
Develop it before
the story.

• Delivery
channels
(online/offline)

• Promotion
channels

• Supporters
• Partners/

partnerships
• Most important

moments of the
campaign

6. Call to action What
do you want your
audience to do?

Ex.: share the message
to others, challenge
themselves, sign a
petition, protest, etc.

7. Style & Tone
Look & Feel

Connected to the
emotions/reaction you
want to get

Colors, music, language,
time of day, font, the
story’s pace, etc.

1. Outcomes raising awareness, shi�s in perceptions,
policy change, etc.

2. Indicators (SMART)

Workshop 1: The Story Canvas for social initiative campaigns

Learning objectives:

● Learn the essential aspects and steps of any communication and storytelling campaign.

● Be able to create and plan a crowdfunding or any other campaign for a social

business/social initiative, which can be tested with specific audiences.

Group size: 6-14 participants

Materials needed: flipchart paper sheets, sticky notes, pens, markers

Estimated time: approx. 3 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Introduce the young social entrepreneurs to the aim of the session: to learn how to plan

their crowdfunding or any other campaign for their social business/social initiative idea

by using the Story Canvas developed by the Digital Storytellers. Also, make them a short

introduction on the Story Canvas, on its section by using a concrete campaign as an

example.
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2. The participants go back to the results of the previous session in which they used the

Business Model Canvas or maybe another tool to plan out their solution/the social

business model they want to develop. Split the group into two teams, and ask them to

start discussing and filling out the Story Canvas for their crowdfunding/promotion

campaign.

3. Each team presents their canvas and discusses with the other team all the sections of

the canvas. The group decides on the final communication plan and the story they want

to tell with the crowdfunding/promotion campaign.

4. The participants engage with some potential audience of their crowdfunding campaign

and present them the Story Canvas, with a focus on the story the campaign would tell.

Based on the audience’s feedback and reactions, the participants review their story and

the campaign’s plan.

The Story Map and the Storyboard

The Story Map and the Storyboard are straightforward tools to develop and structure the

communication, crowdfunding campaigns, or other interaction moments from the business

model the young social entrepreneurs want to design. They can use the map and the storyboard

in the ideation process, helping them to cover all the parts and aspects needed by a good story -

a main character/characters with a good challenge, a tension moment, and a resolution for the

challenge of the characters.

To fill out the Story Map, for a communication or a crowdfunding campaign, means to think and

plan out at least the following aspects:

● The main character or characters of the story (in some communication/crowdfunding

campaigns, especially when the entrepreneurs want to move people into action, their

audience might be the story heroes);

● The context, the settings, the tone of the story, and other characters relevant for the

story and plot;

● The challenge the heroes will take (this challenge always includes a moral aspect, a value

social entrepreneurs want to share with the story);
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● The story’s resolution - how the challenge, the problem, or the conflict can be solved.

What is the solution the social entrepreneurs show or propose to their audience of the

campaign?

In the second section of the map, the entrepreneurs will outline the details of the story, making

sure they build the plot for the three acts of the story: the beginning (introduce the hero and

the challenge), the middle (build the tension), the end (solve the conflict, provide the solution).

Once the Story Map is all planned out, the entrepreneurs can visualize their story, moment by

moment, by using the Storyboard. Also, the entrepreneurs can use the Storyboard to prototype

certain moments, for instance, the “touchpoints” the users/clients have with the business/the

service or the product.

The two tools, used together or separately, help entrepreneurs to learn more about their

business ideas, and refine some details of the communication/interaction moments with the

users. Also, they can be then used for collecting feedback or organizing co-creation sessions

with users or potential clients.

The Story Map

The main character / the hero Setting / places / tone & other characters

Problem / challenge Solution / resolution

The Beginning
setting, characters, introduce the
central conflict/problem 
(explain the problem you want to
solve)

The Middle
tension increases, it ends with the
tensest moment of the story, the
biggest challenge of the hero 
(the major crisis)

The End
the main conflict is solved,
and success is celebrated
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The Storyboard

Recommended readings for the trainers:

● Ideo.org. (2015). Design Kit. Journey. Retrieved from

https://www.designkit.org/methods/storyboard.

● IBM (nd). Storyboards. Retrieved from

https://www.ibm.com/design/thinking/page/toolkit/activity/storyboard

Workshop 2: The Story Map and Storyboard for a business idea

Learning objectives:

● Be able to ideate further certain aspects of the business idea, such as a communication

campaign, a crowdfunding campaign, a sales message, an advertising idea, or the

“touchpoints” the users have with the business/service/product;

● Learn how to use the Story Map and Storyboard to understand the business idea better

and prototype it with different audiences.
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Group size: 6-25 participants

Materials needed: flipchart paper sheets, A4 paper sheets, markers

Estimated time: approx. 2 hours

Workshop steps:
1. Introduce the social entrepreneurs to the aim of the workshop: learn how to use

storytelling (the Story Map and the Storyboard) to further understand their business

model and prototype it with users, investors or other relevant stakeholders. Also, make a

short presentation about storytelling and how it is used in design thinking, and about

the two tools - the Story Map and the Storyboard.

2. Then, using for instance the Business Model Canvas developed in the previous chapter,

ask the participants to go back into their teams and brainstorm on how they could tell

the story of their business to different audiences, such as the clients or potential

investors. Advise the teams to build their stories around the value propositions they

provide to each specific audience.

3. Each team presents their story maps: the story created to tell the clients about their

business; and the story created to tell their investors about their business.

4. With the feedback received from the group, the participants go back into their teams,

improve the stories, and develop the storyboards for each of the audience.

5. Finally, the storyboards are presented to the big group, and feedback and reflections are

collected.

6. Wrap up the session by explaining to the participants how they can use the two tools as

cheap and fast prototypes for the communication or interaction aspects of their

businesses. Also, insist on the fact that they should always involve users (clients,

investors, or other stakeholders) in prototyping, and only a�erward to go in the

implementation space of the process.

Feedback Capture Grid

The Feedback Capture Grid is not necessarily a prototyping or testing tool, but an essential part

of the prototyping and the testing process. It is used by the design team anytime the team

wants to make sense of what their users are trying to share, especially during the prototyping
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and testing phases. The feedback capture grids are used during or immediately a�er an

interaction with users, testers of a prototype or a pilot service. The grid includes four quadrants:

Things that worked, Needs to change, New ideas to try, and Questions we still have. The grid is

used as following: 1) collect, in real time or immediately a�er the prototyping/testing activity,

and add the ideas from the users to the quadrants (usually, the ideas are added to the sticky

notes added to the relevant quadrants); 2) cluster similar ideas and discuss among the team

members, by finding patterns, similarities, differences, etc.; 3) take action - the design team uses

the Needs to change ideas to develop some action items, to improve the service/the product;

the New ideas to try are taking into quick prototyping, if it is the case, in storyboards or other

forms of prototyping; the Questions we still have are used to take a new look over the design

brief, the point of view that informed the ideation process, to understand if something was

(badly) missed.

Recommended readings for the trainers:

● Lewrick, M., Link, P., Leifer, L. (2020). The Design Thinking Toolbox: A Guide to Mastering

the Most Popular and Valuable Innovation Methods.

● IBM (nd). Feedback Grid. Retrieved from

https://www.ibm.com/design/thinking/page/toolkit/activity/feedback-grid

Workshop 3: Practice the Feedback Capture Grid

Learning objectives:

● Be able to use the Feedback Capture Grid to improve prototypes of services and

products;

● Learn the structure of the Feedback Capture Grid and how it can be used to take users’

feedback into concrete design actions.

Group size: 6-12 participants

Materials needed: flipchart paper sheets, A4 paper sheets, markers, sticky notes, pens

Estimated time: approx. 1.5 hours
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Workshop steps:
1. Inform the participants about the learning objectives of the workshop, respectively to

understand the basics of the Feedback Capture Grid and being able to use it to improve

prototypes of services, products. Then, split the group in two teams or pairs, how you feel

it fits best the dynamic of your group. Each team/participant needs to identify

something they could teach the other team or their pair in 5-10 minutes.

2. Each participant or team prepares their “lesson” and then they deliver this to their pair,

respectively to the other team.

3. Once the “lessons” are done, the participants collect and evaluate the ideas from their

“trainees” on a Feedback Capture Grid, and then they create the action items and the

new ideas to improve their “lessons”.

4. Each team/each participant presents the changes they made in their lessons based on

the feedback they collected and organized, and reflect on the usefulness of the Feedback

Capture Grid.
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Minimum Viable Product Plan & Service Blueprint

Minimum Viable Product Plan (MVP) and Service Blueprint are prototyping tools that are used

in later stages of the prototyping process, in order to plan the product or service ready to be

tested on the market. As their names suggest, the MVP is mostly used for product design, while

Service Blueprint - for service design.

● The Minimum Viable Product Plan (MVP) includes three sections: 1) Initial Situation, 2)

Plan, and 3) Results. In the Initial Situation, the design team summarizes the key

information that serves the MVP they want to test, respectively information about the

audience/users, top three problems, needs and insights they want to address with the

MVP, and the user journey’s steps or use cases that will be improved by the MVP. The Plan

includes the vision and the roadmap of the MVP, the top three features of the MVP to be

tested, and key information about the building process of the MVP, and the costs and

timeline for the MVP. The Results section includes measures to be used in testing and

collecting feedback from the users and learning expectations from the testing step. A�er

the test, this final section will als be filled out with lessons learned and the conclusions

of the test and next steps for the product design.

You may download a MVP Plan template here: https://en.dt-toolbook.com/mvp-en.

● The Service Blueprint helps the design team to plan in detail the service they would like

to provide to their users, looking into the following aspects of the service:

○ Actions - define the key steps of the service process and arrange them

chronologically on a timeline (wall, flipchart paper);

○ Touch Points - identify and describe/showcase the users’ moments of interactions

during the whole service process;

○ Actors - identify the key actors in delivering each part of the service to the

customers, and their roles;

○ Visible Activities - the service activities that are visible to the users and are part of

the service delivery process;

○ Invisible Activities - the service activities that have to happen to deliver the

service, but these are not visible to the users.

You may download a Service Blueprint template here:

https://en.dt-toolbook.com/service-blueprint-en.
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Recommended readings for the trainers:

● Lewrick, M., Link, P., Leifer, L. (2020). The Design Thinking Toolbox: A Guide to Mastering

the Most Popular and Valuable Innovation Methods.

Workshop 4: Practice the MVP & Service Blueprint

Learning objectives:

● Be able to use the MVP Plan and the Service Blueprint in service and product design;

● Understand the Service Blueprint and MVP Plan and how these work in service and

product design.

Group size: 6-12 participants

Materials needed: flipchart paper sheets, A4 paper sheets, markers, sticky notes, pens

Estimated time: approx. 3 hours

Workshop steps:
1. Introduce to the participants the learning objectives of the workshop: understanding

and practicing two prototyping tools, used in the more advanced stages of prototyping,

respectively the Service Blueprint and the MVP Plan.

2. Split the group in 2-3 teams, and ask each team to identify their common favorite board

game, webgame, playstation game, or app game. Each team shortly presents their game

choice: main plot of the game, the targeted audience, the needs of the audience/users

that the game answers to.

3. Then, ask the teams to consider the game they chose like the prototype of the next

improved version of the game, which they will plan for in their teams. With this idea in

mind, invite them to identify the following aspects of the game: 1) the game’s target

audience/users; 2) the top three needs, problems, insights that the next version of the

game would address in regards to its users; 3) the steps of the user journey or uses cases
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that would be improved by the next version of the game. Each team presents their

results.

4. Invite the participants to go back to the teams and plan the next version of the game

thinking about 1) the new game vision they have in mind, and about which functions and

other aspects of the game will be expanded. Also, ask them to think about 2) three top

features of the new version of the game; 2) how they plan to build these features; 3) type

of costs they would have or resources needed and how much time they might need for

building these new features. Each team shortly presents these three new parts of their

MVP plan.

5. Finally, the teams should have a final brainstorming session on how to validate the new

features of their game, writing down 1) ideas about how they would test the game,

monitor results and collect feedback; 2) what they want to learn for the next-next

version of the game, through these test methods.

6. Once the final brainstorming sessions of the teams are over and they present their ideas,

introduce to the participants the MVP Plan, and explain its three sections, respectively

Initial Situation, Plan, Results. To practice the structure of the plan, ask each team to use

their brainstorming sessions’ results to fill out their MVP Plan.

MVP plan (scanned flipchart from a training course)
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7. Now, ask the teams to choose a service they all experienced, as individuals, such as

restaurants, gym clubs, entertainment centers or parks, etc. and tell them that their job

is to improve this service, by prototyping the new service through Service Blueprint tool.

Each team chooses their service and shortly introduces it to the other participants,

describing the key aspects of the services and the target audience/users of the service.

8. Present them the Service Blueprint and ask each team to brainstorm for the improved

service using the blueprint and following the key moments of interaction with the users,

respectively: attention, informe, decide, buy, use and end/follow-up.

Service blueprint (scanned flipchart from a training course)

9. Each team presents their Service Blueprint for the improved service they chose, and then

as a group reflect on the differences and similarities of the MVP and Service Blueprint,

and on the usefulness of the two prototyping methods.

A/B testing and solution interview

A/B testing and solution interview are testing tools that are usually used to collect feedback

from users for specific functionalities of the services/products. A/B testing is a simple tool to try
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out two versions of a prototype/function of the product or service at the same time, to find out

the users’ preferences. Most people find it easier to compare things and provide feedback

through comparison. The solution interview is a testing method that focuses on the

“acceptance” of the solution the product or service provides to the users. It is used to better

understand how the new solution is perceived by the users, and how much will they pay

(thinking in terms of price or opportunity costs) for acquiring or benefiting from the new

product or service. The interview with the users should be designed so that they can interact

with the solution, asking them to think out loud while trying out the product or the services, or

specific functionalities, and then summarize their feedback and watch their reactions to the

summary statements.

Recommended readings for the trainers:

● Lewrick, M., Link, P., Leifer, L. (2020). The Design Thinking Toolbox: A Guide to Mastering

the Most Popular and Valuable Innovation Methods.

Workshop 5: Explore A/B testing and solution interview

Learning objectives:

● Be able to use the A/B testing and solution interview in service and product design;

● Understand the A/B testing and solution interview and how these work in service and

product design.

Group size: 6-16 participants

Materials needed: flipchart paper sheets, A4 paper sheets, markers, sticky notes, pens

Estimated time: approx. 2 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Introduce to the participants the learning objectives of the workshop: understanding

and practicing two testing tools, the A/B testing and the solution interview.

2. Split the group in 2 or 4 teams, and ask each team to identify their favorite social

business brand. Each team shortly presents their choice: the business, the targeted

audience, the type of products/services the selected business provides.
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3. Then, ask the teams to write down two different social media posts for promoting one of

the product or service of the business they chose. Ask them to find two different

features or perspectives about the product or service they would like to promote, and

built the two messages around these two features, as they will be testing to which of the

two messages potential users might react better. To help them to design and write the

messages, provide them a short introduction on what A/B testing is. Once they finished,

each team implements the A/B testing with another team, and collect feedback through

comparison. A�er the presentations and feedback collections, each team returns and

develop the final social media message for the selected product or service.

4. Introduce to the participants the solution interview, as another way of interacting with

the users at the testing phase of development of a product or service. Ask the teams to

use the final message they developed in step 3. to organize solution interviews with the

members of another team. Help the teams to prepare their interview guides and ways in

which the potential users might interact with the product or service they promote. Each

team then run the solutions interviews and collect feedback from another team.

5. Invite participants to reflect on the two testing methods, on what they have learned, and

to ask any questions they might have about the use of these tools.
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Discover more methods and tools used in design thinking!

Here are some free resources you can use to identify other methods, techniques and tools for

Inspiration, Ideation and Implementation, which you can use in your facilitation work with

social entrepreneurs:

● Ideo.org. (2015). Design Kit, available at https://www.designkit.org/methods.

● D.School at Stanford. (2018). Design Thinking Bootleg, available at

https://dschool.stanford.edu/resources/design-thinking-bootleg.

● Frog Design. (2019). The Collective Action Toolkit, available at

https://www.frogdesign.com/designmind/collective-action-toolkit-empowering-commu

nities?utm_source=movingworlds.

● IBM Toolkit on Design Thinking (nd), available at

https://www.ibm.com/design/thinking/page/toolkit
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Chapter 4

ARIS – A Really Inspiring Space Accelerator

By ARIS - A Really Inspiring Space

1. How does ARIS A Really Inspiring Space Accelerator work?

ARIS A Really Inspiring Space is a start-up accelerator founded by Deloitte Cyprus and the Bank

of Cyprus, with the purpose of offering entrepreneurs the structure, mentorship and network

needed to launch successful business ventures and accelerate their go-to market speed. ARIS

targets new enterprises, mainly high growth tech-based start-ups that are eager to solve a

problem by offering an innovative technological solution.

Through their residency, start-ups have access to mentors and coaches with a wide breadth of

expertise who support the founders in their entrepreneurial journey with an emphasis on

commercialization, financial and business areas, and enjoy the transfer of knowledge, exposure

to various stakeholders and access to the start-up ecosystem – all within an inspirational

co-working space.

ARIS is an important stakeholder in the local start-up community and an important contributor

to its development and maturity. The accelerator frequently organises and hosts various

important local events targeting youth such as the entrepreneurial battles for University

Students, the Summer Boot Camp for High school students, and Innovation

Competitions/Hackathons. ARIS has a strong network base and close collaboration with

youth-led organisations in Cyprus and local universities and schools. The accelerator is also

o�en utilized as a teaching venue for Business students. For example, we support IDEA Factory a

series of workshops delivered to undergraduate students at the Cyprus University of Technology

(CUT), and we participate in the pitching competition of MSc students of the CUT as judges.
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Through these activities, ARIS aims to cultivate the innovation and entrepreneurial mind-set of

young people and provide them with the opportunity to develop their so� skills.

The ARIS Accelerator model could be adapted by organisations working with social

entrepreneurs and youth to establish and run a youth social entrepreneurship accelerator

program. Before starting such a program, organisations should take into consideration the

following:

Ecosystem in their country

● How mature is it?

● Are there any gaps in the current ecosystem?

● Who are the key actors of the ecosystem?

● Are there any competing programs?

Capabilities, resources and limitations of the organisation for implementing the program

Design of the acceleration program. Consider parameters such as:

● What is the value you are providing to young people through the program?

● Are you going to focus on a specific sector?

● How many start-ups are you going to accept in the program? In what stage? Are you

looking for early-stage start-ups or more mature start-ups with a Proof of Concept,

prototype or a Minimum Viable Product (MVP)?

● Incubator, accelerator program or both?

● Application form and evaluation process

● What would be the duration of the program and the structure/ phases?

● Program offerings (e.g., mentoring, networking opportunities, access to investors and the

start-up ecosystem, funding opportunities, workshops and seminars to be delivered,

tools and facilitation methods, co-working space, pre-seed/ seed funding etc.)

● Partnerships and collaborations with local stakeholders from both the academia and the

industry

Objectives and KPIs: assess performance regularly against KPIs, re-assess KPIs frequently

and report on assessments.

Quantify and report on social impact created and contributed through the program.

Keep up to date with developments and initiatives implemented by third parties in the

ecosystem to further improve the program on a continuous basis.
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The ARIS Acceleration program, which was designed and is being curated by the Innovation &

Entrepreneurship Centre of Deloitte Cyprus, has a duration of minimum 26 weeks through

which the core team supporting the start-ups and offering advisory in different areas, utilises

different learning and facilitation methods to help the new entrepreneurs develop their idea,

fine-tune their business model, and grow their new business venture. In the present toolkit we

present a selection of tools and methods, which can also be used by youth workers and

organisations running a youth social entrepreneurship acceleration program, as follows:

1. Affinity map

2. Business model canvas

3. Design revenue streams and revenue model

4. Mastering your pitching technique

5. Business one-pager

6. Effective Business Plan and Financial Information and Projections

1. Affinity Map

An Affinity Map or Affinity Diagram is a tool that gathers

large amounts of data (ideas, opinions, issues) and

organizes them into groupings based on their natural

relationships, for review and further analysis. Affinity

Mapping is part of the decision analysis process (Figure

1) and is o�en used to group ideas generated through

brainstorming.

The affinity process can be applied to a variety of

situations and in different contexts and processes and is

the starting point of many organizations implementing

design thinking.

The Affinity Diagram helps teams to go beyond ordinary thinking approaches and explore new

linkages between complex ideas by visually matching the related ideas into groups. By using
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this method, the time wasted in ordinary meetings can be reduced as well, by having team

members writing their ideas and organizing them rather than just talking about them and

discussing their thoughts.

The steps of Affinity Mapping are described below:

Step 1: Identify and state the problem/ issue to be addressed and the objectives

State the problem/ issue to be examined in broad terms, such as an open-ended question or

statement and set clear objectives of this exercise before stepping into the next step.

Step 2: Brainstorming

Generate and record ideas and possible solutions around the problem statement using

sticky notes. Write down whatever pops in your mind on individual sticky notes. Each idea

should be represented on a sticky note in a simple form (few words which can be elaborated

further later). Everyone in the team shall be encouraged to write as many ideas as possible.

The idea here is quantity over quality. The ideas formulated during this step will be classified

and sorted in a later stage.

Step 3: Display ideas

Once ideas are formulated, they should be displayed on a flat working surface visible to

everyone. Begin sticking them on a wall or large sheet of chart paper, in no particular order.

Give the group time to process the ideas before starting the discussion.

Step 4: Organize ideas into groups

During this step, Group sticky notes that are the same or very similar together. Place

outlying ideas in their own categories and then continue grouping until you have a series of

separate clusters in place. The organization is based on affinity, similarity, dependency, and

proximity. The process here starts by taking one sticky note and making it the first item in

the first group. Then you take the next one and ask, “Is this similar to the first one?”. If yes,

then you place it in the first group, otherwise you create a new group. You keep doing the

same sticky note by sticky note, placing ideas that are similar together and creating new
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groups when they do not fit into an existing cluster. By the end of this phase, you should

have several groups (usually 3-10 groups).

This step should be done collectively but quietly, to increase participant focus, encourage

collaboration and avoid lengthy debates.

Step 5: Create Headers

Now it is time to name the groups based on what the items represent together.

Narrow down a few ideas and then label the overarching themes, by choosing a word or

phrase that captures the intent of each group and place it at the top as a category name or

heading. If you can identify relationships between separate groups, you can categorize them

under a super-heading.

Step 6: Draw the Affinity Map

With the ideas organized, the team can start the discussion using the diagram. It is also

suggested to write the problem statement at the top as well before gathering the team to

review the diagram. The named groups can now be used to assess what you have, review the

relations between groups and identify patterns, help generate more items in a group or help

you identify any gaps that have not been addressed. Wrap-up the conclusions and results

drawn for further analysis.

Resources

● Design & Innovation Global. (n.d). Design Thinking and Affinity Mapping. Available at:

https://www.designinnovationglobal.com/design-thinking/articles/design-thinking-and-affi

nity-mapping

● Dr Rafiq Elmansy Designorate.com. (2016). Using the Affinity Diagram to Organize Ideas.

https://www.designorate.com/using-the-affinity-diagram/

● Center for Care Innovations. (2017). Catalyst Method: Affinity Clustering. Available at:

https://www.careinnovations.org/resources/catalyst-method-affinity-clustering/

● MJV Technology and Innovation. (2021). Design Thinking: How to create an Affinity Diagram?.

Available at:

https://www.mjvinnovation.com/blog/design-thinking-how-to-create-an-affinity-diagram/
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● Cinergix Pty. Ltd. (2022). The Easy Guide to Affinity Diagrams with Editable Templates.

Available at:

https://creately.com/blog/diagrams/what-is-an-affinity-diagram-guide-and-templates/

Workshop 1: Organize your ideas and

make decisions using the Affinity Map

Recommended size of group: 20 – 25 people

Materials needed: flipchart (1 per group); marker or pen (1 for each participant); sticky notes.

Time: 3-4 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Deliver a short presentation about the concept of affinity mapping and the steps

involved. Allow for a Q&A session during or a�er the presentation.

2. Split into smaller groups of 3-5 people like start-up companies/ teams’ composition.

Each team member will need a pen/marker to write on the sticky notes.

3. Display the steps in a way that they are visible to everyone so that the participants can

be reminded of the steps and actions involved in each one during the implementation

phase.

4. Ask them to coordinate and assign a moderator who will be responsible for the

facilitation and guidance of the overall process and give them some time to plan and

decide on the approach to be followed. (e.g., what is expected from team members in

each step, how much time to spend in each step, etc.). They do not have to decide on the

problem/issue during this phase, this is part of the affinity process.

5. Ask them to apply the affinity process following the steps explained during the

presentation for the next 1-2 hours depending on the number of groups and members in

each group. Pass by each team on regular intervals to monitor the progress and provide

guidance if necessary.

6. Reconvene a�erwards and ask by random each team to present the affinity map and

explain their approach and conclusions drawn. Each team should be allocated no more
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than 10 minutes depending on how many will eventually present, plus allow 3-5 minutes

for questions by the rest of the group.

2. Business model canvas

A business model is actually the structure comprised of all aspects of a company or a high-level

view of your overall business. It’s not just about how you will make money! It is a blueprint for a

company strategy to be implemented through organizational structures, processes, and

systems.

The Business Model Canvas (BMC) is essentially a strategic management tool, which helps

existing but particularly new enterprises to define and communicate a business idea or concept

in an efficient, structured manner. The Business Model Canvas was created by Alexander

Osterwalder, of Strategyzer and is undoubtedly a great tool leading to insights about the

customers you serve, what value propositions are offered through what channels, and how your

company makes money. It is a one-page document which works through the fundamental

elements of a business or product, structuring an idea in a coherent way.

The nine (9) building block approach - Overview
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The right side of the BMC focuses on the customer (external), while the le� side of the canvas

focuses on the business (internal). Both external and internal factors meet around the value

proposition, which is the exchange of value between your business and your customer/clients.

The nine blocks cover the three main areas of a business: desirability, viability, and feasibility.

(Source: Strategyzer, 2019)

What are the nine building blocks of the BMC?

Value Proposition: it is the fundamental concept of the exchange of value between your

business and your customer/clients. Generally, value is exchanged from a customer for

money when a problem is solved, or a pain is relieved for them by your business. The main

question you need to answer is:

● What are you offering them?

Customer Segments: Segmenting the customer base is the practice of dividing a customer

base into groups of individuals that are similar in specific ways, such as age, gender,

interests, and spending habits. This way you can understand the size of the overall market

you are targeting from a micro and macro perspective.

It is important to have context around the goals the company is trying to achieve for their

customer segments and where your business/product/service fits in the value chain. Key

questions when determining the customer segments:

● Who are we solving the problem for?

● Which customers and users are you serving?
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● Who are the people that will value my value proposition?

● Does my value proposition appeal to men/women or both?

● Which age groups does it appeal to?

● What are the characteristics of the people who are looking for my value proposition?

Customer Relationships: It is also important to define the type of relationship we have with

our customers. Customer Relationships is defined as how a business interacts with its

customers. For example, is it personalised or automated relationship? A really helpful step is

to create a User Journey Map of your customers as they interact with your business. This

helps clarify the points of engagement between you and your customer and the modes used

to relate to your customers. This will also help you start to define your operations as a

business and identify opportunities for automation.

Channels: Channels are defined as the avenues through which your customer encounters

your business and becomes part of your sales cycle. This is generally covered under the

marketing plan for your business. Good questions to ask when identifying the channels to

reach your customers are:

● How are we going to tell our customer segment about our value proposition?

● How does each customer segment want to be reached?

● Where are our customers?

● Are they on social media?

● Can we reach them through targeted blogs, affiliates, other existing platforms etc.?

● Offline advertising (billboards, TV, radio)

Key Activities: These are essentially the actions that your business undertakes to achieve the

value proposition for your customers. The basic question you need to ask is:

● What activities does the business undertake in achieving the value proposition for

the customer?

Key Resources: Also, what practical resources are needed to achieve the key activities

(actions) of the business? Which assets are essential? Resources are required to practically

undertake the action/activities of your business, such as:
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● Equipment (computers, internet connection, etc.)

● Human resources (staff )

● Financial resources

Key Partners: Key Partners are a list of other external companies/ suppliers/ parties you may

need to achieve your key activities and deliver value to the customer. Who do you need to

rely on?

Cost Structures: The cost structure of the business is defined as the monetary cost of

operating as a business. Critical questions that need to be addressed are the following:

● Which key elements drive your costs?

● How much does it cost to achieve my businesses key activities?

● What is the cost of my key resources and key partnerships?

● How much does it cost to achieve the value proposition for my customers/users?

● Are there additional costs to running a business?

● How much would it cost you to hire you?

Revenue Streams: They are defined as the way by which your business converts your Value

Proposition or solution to the customer’s problem into financial gain. It is also important to

understand pricing your business accordingly to pain of purchase in exchange for the pain of

solving the problem for your customer. There are two basic types of revenue streams: a.

Transaction revenues resulting from one-time customer payments (e.g., E-bay, Uber); and b.

Recurring revenues resulting from ongoing payments to either deliver a Value Proposition to

customers or provide post-purchase customer support.

There are many different revenue models such as:

● Freemium (e.g., Onedrive, Skype, Dropbox, LinkedIN)

● Subscription (e.g., Netflix, Spotify)

● Pay per product (pay per view)

● Fee for service (i.e., So�ware as a Service)

● Ad-based (e.g., Facebook, Google, YouTube)

● Affiliate

● E-tail (e.g., Amazon)
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Visual representation of current or new business models

Resources

● Sheda. (2016). How To: Business Model Canvas Explained. Available at:

https://medium.com/seed-digital/how-to-business-model-canvas-explained-ad3676b6fe4a

● Business Models Inc.. (2022). Business model canvas. Available at:

https://www.businessmodelsinc.com/about-bmi/tools/business-model-canvas/

● Osterwalder, A., Pineur, Y. (2009). Business Model Generation.

Note: A preview of this book may also be found here:

https://www.strategyzer.com/books/business-model-generation

● Strategyzer AG. (2020). The Business Model Canvas. Available at:

https://www.strategyzer.com/canvas/business-model-canvas

● Strategyzer AG. (2019). Building Blocks of Business Model Canvas. Available at:

https://www.strategyzer.com/business-model-canvas/building-blocks
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Workshop 2: Developing a project idea

using the Business Model Canvas

Recommended size of the group: 20-25 people

Materials needed: flipchart or A3 paper with Business Model Canvas (1 per group); marker or pen

(1 per group), sticky notes, or they can use their laptop to dra� their canvas

Time: 3-4 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Deliver an overview of the business model canvas and explain adequately with examples

the different (9) building blocks.

2. Split into smaller groups of 2-5 people like start-up companies/teams’ composition. One

of them will use the pen/marker to write on the A3 BMC template or his/her laptop to fill

in the boxes during deliberation with the rest of the team.

3. Ask them to work collaboratively for 1 hour minimum to deliver a full dra� BMC

reflecting their business.

4. Reconvene a�er 1 hour and ask by random order each team to present their business

model. Each team should be allocated no more than 5-10 minutes depending on how

many will eventually present, plus allow another 3-5 minutes for questions by the rest of

the group.

3. Design revenue streams

As mentioned in a previous section, one of the building blocks of an enterprise’s or start-up’s

business model is the revenue stream. In the language of entrepreneurship, a revenue stream is

the cash a company generates from each customer segment. On the other hand, a revenue

model is the entire strategy of managing the revenue streams of an enterprise and respective

resources. Therefore, before evaluating different revenue model options and selecting the most

appropriate one for the company, the co-founders need to clearly identify the target customers

and determine the value proposition (see Business Model Canvas section).
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Revenue streams are important, in that they help entrepreneurs estimate revenues which in

term help them to formulate their business strategy in going forward and deploying all the

necessary resources efficiently to generate and improve income. Most businesses need at least

one great revenue stream to earn money.

Any start-up, tech company, or digital business may operate with multiple revenue sources and,

consequently, with different revenue models. Depending on the industry and the

product/service type, the revenue model will look differently. Even though in theory there are

many revenue models (i.e., brokerage, rental, licenses etc.), in this toolkit we are focusing on the

basic types most relevant to new tech-based start-ups or enterprises such us Transaction-based

(one off ) revenues referring to the proceeds from sales of goods or services to another

business/ company (B2B model) or a direct consumer (B2C model); and Recurring, meaning

earnings from ongoing payments such as subscription fees (e.g., monthly). The recurring

revenue model is very popular as it provides assurance for a company’s financial stability and

viability as it is predictable. Some very popular examples include Netflix, Spotify and Adobe.

The revenue is essentially a Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for all businesses and is what a

financial analyst is looking for when analysing a company’s performance. Measuring it annually

or quarterly, we are able to understand how our business operates in general, and whether we

should change the way we sell the products or charge for them. It is also worth mentioning that

different forecasting models may be necessary for different revenue models adopted by an

enterprise.

How to choose a revenue model for your business?

The basic steps for choosing an appropriate revenue model for a social enterprise may consist

of the following:

1) Define the product or service and the value it brings to the customer (business or consumer)

– important to remember that not all products can be sold! In the case of a free value

proposition though we need to define a third-party that can generate revenue for the

company in order to be sustainable.

2) Explore the market state and customer segments; define the prospective user/s and

understand their behaviour and purchasing habits.’
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3) Analyse competitors and their products/solutions; in this way you will acquire insights about

the competition and depending on your own value proposition decide the revenue model

most appropriate in your case.

Workshop 3: Design a Revenue Model for their business

Recommended size of the group: 20-25 people

Materials needed: flipchart (1 per group); marker or pen (1 per group), sticky notes, or they can

use their laptop to make notes about their revenue model.

Time: 3-4 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Deliver a short presentation about the theory of designing a revenue model, so that they

can understand how to arrive at a solid revenue model with different revenue streams (if

applicable) which works for their start-up/team/project.

2. Split into smaller groups of 2-5 people like start-up companies/teams’ composition. One

of them will use the pen/marker to write on the flipchart or his/her laptop the different

sources of revenue during the discussion with the rest of the team.

3. Ask them to work collaboratively for 1 hour minimum to deliver a written revenue model

(ppt format).

4. Reconvene a�er 1 hour and ask by random order each team to present their revenue

model. Each team should be allocated no more than 5-10 minutes depending on how

many will eventually present, plus allow another 3-5 minutes for questions by the rest of

the group.

4. The importance of a great pitch

Securing funding for a new enterprise, let alone a social enterprise which is mostly focused on

solving a social issue than making profits, is a challenge. Therefore, making a successful pitch to

potential investors or even direct clients and key stakeholders can play a catalytic role in the

future sustainability of a social enterprise.
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The first step is to identify the target group which you are pitching to. If you need to pitch your

idea, product, or enterprise because you need resources and you want to raise funds, the target

audience consists of investors. If you need to directly sell your product or service, then the

targets of the pitch are the potential customers. In some cases, even other companies or

individuals can be the target of the pitch, if the ask is to form a strategic partnership or

collaboration to help them accomplish their mission.

A pitch deck is usually composed of 10-20 slides, designed to give an overview of your start-up.

It is widely acceptable that the most important pitch to a potential customer or investor is the

elevator pitch. The idea is that during the ride in an elevator which is very short in duration, the

pitch should be able to catch the attention and curiosity of the investor or client encouraging

therefore more questions.

It is possible of course to have more pitches which can be used on other occasions, such as

competitions or demo days. Each one should have a different structure. For example, a demo

day presentation should be visual and contain very little text.

What should be included in a Pitch Presentation?

The necessary elements or simply the sections that should be included in the pitch deck consist

of the following:

Elevator Pitch Slide/ Vision

Problem

Solution – Value proposition

Product/ Service

Market size

Competition

Proprietary technology

Business model

Go to market strategy – growth

Marketing plan

Management Team (photo)
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Milestones – traction

Financial projections and key metrics

The above points need not necessarily be included in the very same order that they are

mentioned. Even though the above order is recommended, the presenters may re-arrange

according to their preferences and content, ensuring that there is a nice flow between the

slides. The deck might also include an explanatory video if there is adequate time for a demo.

Moreover, you need to make your pitch personal and cra� a story that gets your audience on

your team. Lastly, you need to make your ask very clear, i.e., what is it you are a�er (investment,

partnership etc.)?

What makes a great pitch? – Tips to master your pitch

The difference between a good and a great pitch lies in delivery.

✔ Pitch in a way that is:

▪ Simple

▪ Memorable

▪ Convincing

✔ Turn your pitch into a story – Remember that you are not pitching your product, you are

pitching your business

✔ Get straight to the point – be specific

✔ Finish on time

✔ Be prepared for the questions that will be asked

✔ Be passionate and enthusiastic about your start-up

✔ Practice, practice, practice and get feedback to ensure your pitch is as convincing as it

can be

Workshop 4: Designing an engaging pitch deck

Group size: 3-25

Materials: laptop (MS Office, ppt), flipchart paper sheets, sticky notes, pens, markers.

Time: approx. 3 hours
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Workshop steps:

1. Deliver an overview of the pitch deck structure and possible content to young

people/aspiring social entrepreneurs to help them understand what each section should

include and the rationale behind it. Encourage clarification questions to ensure that they

understand as best as possible what is required and what the audience expects to hear in

a presentation. Duration: 1 hour

2. Split into smaller groups of 2-5 people like start-up companies/teams’ composition. Ask

the groups to decide between them who will be the presenter/s and who will design/edit

the pitch deck presentation (using his/her laptop & usually MS Office ppt).

3. Ask them to work collaboratively for 1 hour minimum to deliver an engaging

presentation.

4. Reconvene a�er 1 hour and ask by random order each team to present their deck. Each

team should be allocated no more than 5-10 minutes depending on how many will

eventually present, plus allow another 3-5 minutes for questions by the rest of the

group.

5. Business One-pager

While setting up a start-up, entrepreneurs always have the trepidation of whether this is going

to work, questions around the market, business model and customers, how their ideas are going

to turn into viable business ventures, whether potential customers would be willing to pay for

their product/service, etc.

Starting something new is always challenging. Whether this is a new product, service, or

business you need a sounding board that your ideas make sense to someone else besides you. A

business one-pager or one-page business plan is a useful tool to present your business and

receive external advice from different stakeholders, either they are customers, partners or

investors.

A one-pager is a one-page document providing a high-level overview of a product, service, or

business and plays a vital role in drawing your customers’ attention or raising funds from

investors. Most aspiring entrepreneurs are familiar with the concept of pitch deck, but even
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before you are asked to send your pitch deck to an investor, an investor will most probably ask

for the one-pager.

Therefore, a one-pager has several purposes, including promoting a business to potential

customers, investors, or other stakeholders, providing information about your company to the

media or seeking advice and support for a specific cause.

What should be included in a one-pager?

The key elements of a one-pager are:

✔ Brand identity (company name, logo, tagline – usually located at the top of the page)

✔ Overview of your business/start-up

✔ Problem

✔ Solution

✔ Target Market

✔ Value proposition

✔ Business/ Revenue Model

✔ Competitors/ Competitive advantage

✔ Current status/position (e.g., what you have achieved until now? Do you have a

prototype? Have you received any feedback from customers?)

✔ Milestones and Funding Goals

✔ Team (including photos and role of each team member)

✔ Contact Info and links to website/ social media

The above is not an exhaustive list of the contents of a one-pager. The order and final elements

to be included depend on the audience, the business/ startup, the reason for designing the

one-pager, etc. The content to be included is by far the most important thing, so the first step is

to identify the most important elements of your business and focus on what you are trying to

communicate, and then review and revise the visuals, format, graphic display, etc. The

one-pager should be designed in a way that attracts the interest of the reader directly,

balancing the use of text, images and figures while making sure that the brand stands out.
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Resources

● Untold. (2020). Create a Startup One-pager that Makes Investors Say “Yes!”. Available at:

https://untoldcontent.com/create-a-startup-one-pager-that-makes-investors-say-yes/#:~:t

ext=What%20is%20a%20Startup%20One,at%20one%20with%20potential%20investors

● Malvika Varma SlideTeam. (2020). Top 10 One Pager Startup Templates to Convey the

Brilliance of your Startup to VCs and Investors. Available at:

https://www.slideteam.net/blog/top-10-one-pager-startup-templates

● Xtensio. (2022). How to Make a One Pager. Available at:

https://xtensio.com/how-to-create-a-one-pager/

● Awware. (2021). One-pager: how-to, types and examples. Available at:

https://awware.co/blog/one-pager/

● Noah Parsons Palo Alto So�ware. (2022). Available at:

https://articles.bplans.com/how-to-write-a-business-plan-on-just-one-page/

Workshop 5: Designing a business one-pager

Group size: 3-25

Materials needed: laptop (MS Office, ppt), flipchart paper sheets, sticky notes, pens, markers.

Time: approx. 2 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Deliver a presentation to provide an overview of what a one-pager is and why it is useful.

To make it more interactive, ask the participants to share their views in the first minutes

of the workshop by providing one reason why they find the topic interesting and sharing

one word to describe what a one-pager should be. Keep their responses in a flipchart and

reflect to the results by the end of the presentation.

2. Split into smaller groups of 2-5 people like start-up companies/teams’ composition. Ask

the groups to decide between them who will be the presenter/s and who will design/edit

the one-pager (using his/her laptop).

3. Ask them to work collaboratively for 1 hour minimum to design the one-pager for their

business.
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4. Reconvene a�er 1 hour and ask by random order each team to present their one-pager.

Each team should be allocated no more than 5-10 minutes depending on how many will

eventually present, plus allow another 3-5 minutes for questions by the rest of the

group.

6. Effective Business Plan and Financial Information and Projections

Effective Business Plan

A Business Plan is a company document describing the project in a concise and accurate way. A

Business Plan:

Sets out your company’s plan

Shows how those plans can be achieved

Shows the current status, current needs and future prospects of the project

Demonstrates that the planned outcome meets the requirements of the reader

Why is it important?

A Business Plan can be used both externally as well as internally in an organisation.

External Use

● For Fund Raising

o Attract Investors: Investors are seeking evidence for growth and they want to

know how they will realise their investment.

o Secure Lending: Useful for standing out favourably in today’s intense competition

for loan funds. Bankers are putting more emphasis on how a company would

survive possible setbacks.

● Screening tool for customer acquisition

Internal Use

● Important management tool: Enables management to plan company growth and

anticipate changes in a structured way.

● Group requirements: In Strategic Alliances, major corporations want to examine

company’s business plan before committing.
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The Outline of a Business Plan

The Business Plan is tailored to the particular circumstances of the company. The recommended

outline of an effective Business Plan is as follows:

1. Executive Summary

● Preferably written last but appear at the front of the Business Plan

● Includes the purpose for writing the Business Plan

● Brief description of product, markets and benefit/ value to the customers

2. Background and History

● Brief history highlighting significant successes

● Present financing of the company

● In case of a new venture, set out the reasons for proceeding

3. Product/ Service

● Description of the products and services

● Advantages of the product/ service (e.g., cheaper, better quality, etc)

● Current status of the product/ service

4. Management and Personnel

● Summary of Management’s capabilities

● Aims and objectives of key individuals

● Brief details for other managers and employees

5. Markets and Marketing

● Describe the market, market size and anticipated growth

● Summarize statistical information

● Customers and Competition

6. Manufacturing Development/ Service Delivery Process

● Step by step description of production/ development/ service delivery process

● Facilities and labour available

● Material availability and cost production capacity

7. Financial Information

● Income Statement

● Statement of Financial Position

● Cash Flow Statement
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8. Risk Factors and Rewards

● Highlighting the risks adds credibility to the Business Plan

● Proposing how to overcome the risks

● SWOT Analysis

9. Timescales and Benchmarks

● Set out the objectives by department

● Objectives will not all be financial

● Set out timescale of major event and resources needed

10. Appendices

The structure and outline of the Business Plan may vary depending on the industry, the type of

the company, the audience and scope.

Guidelines for writing an effective business plan

If the business is to be effectively managed, it is important for the management to know

thoroughly the plans for the future. While writing the Business Plan, the following shall be

taken into account:

● Who writes the Business Plan? Usually, it is the responsibility of the management to

prepare the Business Plan

● How long should the Business Plan be? A Business Plan should be short and

comprehensive

● Planning the Plan: You need a plan for preparing the Business Plan. Plan, write and

re-write if necessary

● Avoid repetition: you should keep the business plan concise

● Support your claims: provide evidence for any assumptions not readily accepted by

the reader

● Do not be selective: ensure that all risks are discussed and maintain credibility

● Seek for an outsider’s perspective to provide an independent review and feedback

● First appearance counts – the business plan should look good, ensure that the layout,

formatting and visuals are in order, easily readable, and in line with your branding.
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Financial Information and Projections

Why should Financial Projections form part of a Business Plan?

Financial Projections are the core of most business plans and the starting point in their

preparation. Financial Projections are important for the entrepreneurs, as well as for external

parties, such as investors. For the entrepreneurs, Financial Projections is a way to plan and

budget the activities of their business, monitor company’s performance and reassess the

Business Model on a continuous basis. For the investors, Financial Projections play a key role in

understanding the long-term plans and goals of the company, judging the effect of exceeding or

failing to reach the forecasts and in assessing the time between making the investment and

income being derived. The time horizon for a Business Plan and consequently for the Financial

Projections is 3 to 5 years.

Format of Forecasts

Financial statements are written records that illustrate the business activities and the financial

performance of a company and are used to assess the financial health of a company.

The three core financial statements of a company are:

(1) Income Statement

(2) Statement of Financial Position

(3) Cash Flow Statement,

accompanied by the Statement of assumptions underlying the forecasts and intricately linked

to each other.
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Table 1: Summary Comparison of the core financial statements

Statement of

Financial Position
Income Statement

Cash Flow

Statement

Time A snapshot at a point in
time

Period of time (e.g.,
year, quarter)

Period of time

Purpose Financial position of the
company

Profitability of the
company from an
accounting
perspective

Cash position of the
company

Sections ● Assets
● Liabilities
● Shareholders’ equity

Assets = Liabilities +
Shareholders Equity

● Revenues
● Expenses
● Net Income (Profit

or loss)

Net income =
Revenues - Expenses

● Cash from
operations

● Cash used in
investing

● Cash from
financing

Measures the increases
and decreases in cash

Starting
Point

Cash Balance Revenue Net income

Ending Point Retained earnings Net income Cash balance

Image 1: Illustrative example of an Income Statement
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Image 2: Illustrative example of a Statement of Financial Position

Image 3: Illustrative example of a Cash Flow Statement
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How to Forecast – Basic Steps

Step 1: Project Revenues

● Define counting units

● Estimate quantities and prices (e.g., no. of subscribers and subscription fees per

subscriber)

● Revenue = Price * Quantity

Table 2: Approaches for quantity estimation

Top-down
approach

● Define relevant market segment
● Look up current market revenues
● Project market growth rate
● Estimate obtainable market share

Comparables’
approach

● Industry comparable
● Competitors comparable
● For established businesses: use own recent growth

rates
● Past performance is not a reliable indicator of

future performance
Bottom-up
approach

● Define basic unit of product / service
● Estimate customers purchasing units
● Multiply by average price
● Estimate customer growth over time

Table 3: Approaches for price estimation

Value-based

pricing

● Value proposition
● Price customers willing to pay
● Customer segmentation (price discrimination);
● Need to know how customer’s business, costs and

alternatives available
Competitor based

pricing

● Benchmark against competitor
● Cost Vs quality
● Market characteristics
● Pricing strategy

Cost-plus pricing ● Compute unit cost
● Add a mark up

Step 2: Project Expenses

● Direct vs Indirect Expenses
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o Direct Expenses: incurred solely for the purpose of generating revenues

o Indirect Expenses: incurred for running the business (i.e., general administration

expenses, staff costs, etc.)

● Fixed vs Variable Expenses

o Fixed Expenses: expenses that do not vary with changes in sales volume (i.e., rent,

insurance, etc.)

o Variable Expenses: vary with changes in sales volume (i.e., commission expenses, etc.)

When projecting consider:

• Agreements/signed contracts

• Market cost and quotations from suppliers

• Key drivers, i.e., inflation rate and sales volumes

Step 3: Build Projections

● Income Statement

● Statement of Financial Position

● Cash Flow Statement

Other issues to consider when forecasting:

✔ Numerous assumptions will have to be made

✔ Forecasts should be based on carefully researched information

✔ Be realistic – not undersell but not too optimistic

✔ Working Capital: if it is negative, then more cash is needed to continue running the

business, if positive, this means that the business in paid before delivering its products/

services (Working Capital = Current Assets – Current Liabilities)

✔ Taxation
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Workshop 6: How to write an Effective Business Plan

for your business?

Recommended size of the group: 20-25 people

Materials needed: flipchart (1 per group); markers/ pens, sticky notes, or they can use their

laptop to make notes

Time: 3 days (5-6 hours per day)

Workshop steps:

1. During the first day, deliver a short presentation about the Business Plan and Financial

Information and Projections, so that they can understand the importance of a business

plan, identify the elements of an effective business plan and be able to compile the

business plan for their business a�erwards.

2. Split into smaller groups of 2-5 people like start-up companies/teams’ composition.

3. Split the sections of the Business Plan to be covered each day of the workshop

depending on who is delivering/ facilitating the workshop and the number of

participants.

4. Each day provide a brief description of the sections to be covered and ask participants to

work collaboratively for the dedicated hours to dra� the relevant sections. Pass by each

team on regular intervals to monitor the progress and provide guidance and feedback.

5. Reconvene a�erwards to discuss their progress by the end of each day. By the end of the

workshop, ask by each team to present their overall progress and the challenges faced, as

well as the Business Plan developed so far. Each team should be allocated no more than

15-20 minutes depending on how many will eventually present, plus allow another 5-10

minutes for questions by the rest of the group.
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Chapter 5

CoLab – Incubation Centre

by Atlantic Technological University Donegal

(former Letterkenny Institute of Technology)

1.0 Introduction

This case study examines the CoLab facility at the Atlantic Technological University Donegal as

an example of a enterprise accelerator from three distinct perspectives. Firstly, two conceptual

frameworks are introduced to articulate the strategic level thinking which framed the many

phases of the facility development since its inception in 1971. These are the Quadruple Helix as

defined by Gibb (2008) and the NCEE Entrepreneurial university (Model 2013). The second level

of analysis looks at the planning hierarchy involved in managing the CoLab facility in the short

to medium terms and has eight different interdependent areas of activity. The final level of

analysis that we will consider is the physical infrastructure of the CoLab and how it supports

and fosters a culture of entrepreneurship within Donegal. The CoLab has been judged to be the

leading enterprise development facility in the republic of Ireland and there are valuable lessons

which can be learned from examining its structures and operating procedures and policies.

1.1. About CoLab

CoLab is an innovation centre based on the Letterkenny Institute of Technology (LYIT) campus.

It provides flexible office space, and outstanding facilities, for high-potential start-ups and

social enterprises. CoLab is a community of entrepreneurs and a culture of collaboration.

Currently the CoLab accommodates over 60 technology or export focused businesses at various

stages of development. Perhaps you’re thinking about returning home to start a tech business,

many of the entrepreneurs at CoLab have done exactly that. Our strategy of the CoLab is to

provide customised support, designed for business growth, that focuses on the entrepreneur.
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The professional experience of the CoLab management team and their links to international

innovator, research, and industry networks make that possible.

Key aspects of the space

Flexible workspaces

CoLab offers a wide range of workspace solutions. From large offices to hot desks in the

co-working area there is space to fit any size of business. Many of the large companies who

started in the co-working area moved through office sizes before departing the unit to other

facilities, usually in the Letterkenny area. This is considered one of the important benefits of

joining CoLab, that the workspace available to the enterprise can be adjusted to meet the needs

of the business without incurring major disruption or costs.

Figure 1 Hot desk accommodation

Figure 2 SME Office Accommodation
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Meeting Rooms

There are a variety of meeting rooms equipped with VTC and teleconferencing equipment.

There is also a large conference room and a seminar room which are available to book for a

small fee.

Figure 3 Small Meeting Room

Figure 4 Large Meeting Room - Conference Layout
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Kitchen/Canteen

Make connections while you’re making a cuppa! Our Canteen is fully equipped with tea, coffee,

milk, fridges, hot water and microwaves. Lots of tables and chairs and some comfy couches for

taking a break.

Figure 5 Canteen and Social Area

Parking

As we are based on the LYIT campus all our businesses and visitors have access to the LYIT car

park. CoLab office spaces also come with one space allocated in our private car park.

Coffee Shop and Restaurant

All CoLab clients have access to the LYIT restaurant, Starbucks and Costa Coffee shops. There are

also numerous coffee shops and restaurants in walking distance of the campus.

Sports Facilities

CoLab Clients have access to the LYIT gym including the fitness classes. Located in An Danlann,

across from the CoLab building, the gym also has a sports hall and playing pitches that are

available for CoLab use.

An important aspect of CoLab is ensuring that the small enterprises are embedded within a

community which is vibrant and inclusive. The Institute has a deliberate policy of holding

events in the facility to create awareness of the facility to students and visitors alike but also to

generate a hum of activity in the CoLab which may reduce the sense of isolation which young or

early starter enterprises o�en report as experiencing.
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2.0 Historical development of the CoLab facility

What began as an incubation space in Donegal has grown into a widely respected ‘innovation

ecosystem’ for technology and export start-ups. Over 200 entrepreneurs have already turned

their business ideas into profitable commercial enterprises here, many have grown to operate

successfully in global markets. Between them, companies at CoLab have created over 1000 jobs,

and raised millions in investment and competitive grants. CoLab companies are leading the way

in exciting innovation, some of the ideas under development include: life saving drone so�ware,

sensory wearable technologies, digital creativity, and toy manufacturers promoting a positive

body image.

The Business Development Centre (BDC) at the campus of the Letterkenny Institute of

Technology was originally opened in November 2000 and was funded by the International Fund

for Ireland and INTERREG II. With funding of €3m (£2.7m) from INTERREG, it provided 1,100

square metres of specialist incubation space and associated supports for new start-up

businesses in high-tech sectors, and consisted of 11 business units ranging from 25 – 110sq

meters, reception area, three modern training rooms and kitchen. The objective of the centre

was to promote and support an innovative learning environment for knowledge based

businesses and spin out companies from LYIT.

In 2007, the Institute was successful in securing a further €2.54 million from Enterprise Ireland

(EI) to extend the centre and over €1 million from the Department of Education to add research

space. The new space was completed in March 2009 (the Co-Lab facility) and added a further

400 sq metres with eight business units and seven research units to the original eleven. In

addition, there were two new meeting rooms, canteen/networking area, and training facilities.

Further research facilities encompassing 700 square metres at a cost of €1.2m (£1.1m) was

constructed in conjunction with Phase 2 of the BDC, funded by the Department of Education

and Science under the National Development Programme (NDP). There is now a total of 2,300

square metres of space dedicated to specialist research, innovation, enterprise and business

incubation facilities at LYIT.
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2.1 Two Conceptual Frameworks

Since its establishment in 1971, LYIT has enjoyed a long and distinguished tradition of

engagement with a range of external stakeholders including Employers and Industry,

Professional Bodies, Government and Regulatory Bodies, Community and Voluntary Sectors,

Other Education and Training Providers, and Alumni. The challenge for the CoLab has been in

creating and maintaining very diverse networks which have different structures, dynamics and

compositions.

2.1.1 Quadruple Helix Model

The Quadruple Helix Model is one way of articulating the multifaceted nature of the interaction

between four of the primary networks that the CoLab engages with. These are Community, Third

Level Education, Government and Industry. In this context ATU is operating to emerging good

practice in relation to both Etzkowitz's original Triple Helix Model (2008) and The UK National

Centre for Entrepreneurship in Education's Entrepreneurial University (2013) based largely on

the work of Gibb. From these models is drawn a series of matrices from which the success of the

CoLab is measured.

The development of this model stems from the original Triple Helix model of regional

development but which has now been extended to at least a Quadruple Helix Model with the

objective of creating Regional Innovation System developmental synergies from getting 4 key

components of the Regional Innovation Ecosystem working collaboratively together; these 4

key actors include Higher Education, Government, Industry and the Community and Voluntary

Sectors. Most regions across the world are currently exploring novel ways and means by which

they can enhance collaborative inter-workings among these key actors to drive regional

innovation and economic development.
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Quadruple Helix Model

Figure 6 The Triple Helix Model at CoLab

Managing how these four elements interact in practice requires a further level of refinement

and the creation of 6 areas of strategic activity. These are encapsulated under the

Entrepreneurial model at ATU which is discussed in section 1.1.2. Furthermore, the diverse

mission of the 4 stakeholder groups are reflected in the mix of enterprises located in the CoLab

where

2.1.2 The Entrepreneurial model at ATU

The Entrepreneurial model provides a useful framework for exploring the changing roles of

third level institutions and the benefits of enterprise, entrepreneurship, and innovation within

the third level context.

The model covers key areas of entrepreneurial third level institutional development including

mission, governance and strategy, organisation design and development, inter-departmental

co-operation and trans disciplinarity, financial leverage, public value and international, national,
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regional and local stakeholder engagement, knowledge configuration, exchange, transfer and

support, curriculum development, enterprise, entrepreneurship education and employability,

alumni relations and engagement and internationalisation.

Figure 7 The Entrepreneurial Model at ATU Donegal

Increasingly the Entrepreneurial University model is being used to identify how enterprise and

entrepreneurship can add value to third level institutions key strategic objectives including:

• enhancing the students experience, employability and employment;

• achieving excellence in teaching and learning;

• innovation in research approaches, achieving impact and finding resources;

• broadening revenue flows;

• improving knowledge exchange processes;

• contributing to local and regional economic and social development;
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• creating an international presence; and above all,

• enhancing the reputation, competitiveness and distinctiveness of the third level institution.

Another useful emerging good practice regional development model is that of Goddard (2012)

based on his work at Newcastle University which builds on the Triple Helix partnership of Higher

Education, Government and Industry to emphasise the strategic significance of Knowledge

Exchange leading as it does towards Smart Regional Specialisation Strategies and developing a

Connected Region built on strong partnerships between the key actors and a shared

understanding of the challenges the region faces and how to overcome them.

This level of engagement is indicative of the emerging regional innovation ecosystem in the

North West Region in which LYIT plays a key leadership role. Within this emerging quadruple

helix model of regional economic development, LYIT works very closely with the other key

stakeholders in the region (including industry, government, community and voluntary sectors

and other educational partners), towards further addressing Ireland and the North West

Region’s human capital needs, and seeking to support high-value job creation.

2.3 Engaging with the wider community

ATU has specific strengths in community engagement and is the sole higher education provider

in Co. Donegal.

There is also the significant value added to the community through staff and student

engagement in voluntary activity throughout the region. A matrix of these external

engagement activities is currently being compiled for managers across LYIT.

In adopting this proactive approach to innovation and external engagement LYIT's Office of

Development activities are entirely consistent with the National Strategy for Higher Education

(Department of Education and Skills 2011) which states that Higher Education Institutions

"should have open engagement with their community and wider society and this should infuse

every aspect of their mission" and that "outward facing systems and structures should be

embedded into institutional activity so that there are inward and outward flows of knowledge,

staff, students and ideas between each institution and it's external community".
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ATU's Office of Development activities are also entirely consistent with the Higher Education

Authority's Strategy for Higher Education-Enterprise Engagement 2015-2020 (2015) which

states that " the implementation of this strategy will support rollout of the National Skills

Strategy, regional development initiatives underway, including regional skills fora and a new and

enhanced partnership with further education and training".

2.4 New Emerging Conceptual Framework

ATU envisions its future working closely with regional enterprise in line with the model

proposed for Technology and Innovation Poles detailed in Project 2040: Investing in Business,

Enterprise and Innovation 2018-2027. Technology and Innovation Poles will see a further scaling

of the capability of the institutes of technology (IoTs), in a planned, internationally ambitious

way, that creates centres of excellence for both generating high-levels of entrepreneurship and

spin-outs in the regions and also as key activators in supporting firm-level innovation,

productivity, scaling and internationalisation.

The Institute is also committed to the road map in Future Jobs Ireland to help shi� our

enterprise and jobs focus to ensure quality jobs that will be resilient into the future. The five

pillars in Future Jobs Ireland are areas where LYIT has an important role to play, that is in

embracing innovation and technological change; improving SME productivity; enhancing skills

and developing and attracting talent; increasing participation in the labour force; and

transitioning to a low carbon economy.

The Technology and Innovation Pole vision for a further step-change to the Institute of

Technology model as a driver of technology development, advanced skills to much greater focus

on enterprise spin-out and firm level innovation, productivity, scaling and internationalisation is

one which is embraced by LYIT. In addition, the focus on collaboration between IoTs, and other

national and regional actors, to create a regional/cross regional high-tech hothouse concept,

generating and incubating a proliferation of high potential start-ups embedded in the region

will be very beneficial as regional enterprises look to the regional HEI for innovation supports.
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2.5 Achieving recognition and success at the national level

Research conducted in 2014 to examine the “ value for money” dimension of investing in Third

Level Education in Ireland found that Letterkenny Institute of Technology (LYIT) has the highest

economic impact of all third level colleges in Ireland. Essentially, every euro invested in LYIT

creates an economic boost worth €4.25m. This means investment in LYIT has a greater

economic impact nationally than a similar investment at any of the country’s Universities or at

any of the other Institutes of Technology.

The Tionchar Project (2014) examined the gross economic output of each euro spent on higher

education. LYIT has the highest of all the multipliers (4.25) calculated for the country’s seven

Universities and fourteen Institutes of Technology.

One of the authors of the report, Brian Lucey, Professor of Finance at Trinity College Dublin, said,

“Irish Higher Education delivers a significant ‘bang for the buck’. Letterkenny IT shows that this

is delivered by all sorts of institutions – IoTs and universities, urban and regional, all play a part

in this. Letterkenny IT is delivering quality education and a high economic impact and should be

recognised and rewarded for doing so.”

2.6 Cross Border and National Networks

Cognisant of Donegal’s unique geography and history, ATU is acutely aware of the need to be an

active participant in two overlapping regional education clusters.

The first long recognised by the HEA and involving IT Sligo, GMIT and NUI Galway stretching

down the West coast. LYIT in partnership with IT Sligo and GMIT will make an application for

designation as a Technological University in Q1 2021.

The second only recently recognised by the HEA, much closer to LYIT and building on previous

Regional Development strategies of Government’s North and South is of a cross-border nature

involving NWRC and Ulster University in Northern Ireland and Donegal ETB.

LYIT has strong collaborative relationships with partner institutions in both regional education

clusters and is conscious of our need to contribute actively to both while also leveraging
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education, research, innovation and enterprise opportunities from both to benefit the

community of Donegal and the North West Region.

Figure 8 Regional and National Networks

3. Recruitment strategies to the CoLab enterprise space

3.1 New frontier enterprise programme

New Frontiers is the national entrepreneurial development programme for ambitious

early-stage entrepreneurs with innovative business ideas which have the potential to scale and

provide employment. It provides the skills, support, and confidence needed to make the leap to

starting a successful business.

New Frontiers is designed for individuals who:

● Are early-stage entrepreneurs
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● May be in full-time employment but have the desire to start their own business

● Have an innovative business idea with export and employment potential

● Can show evidence of a commercial market for their proposed product/service

● Have experience, sectoral and/or technical knowledge in the area of their business idea

● Have the drive and ambition required to commit fully to building a successful start-up

● How Does New Frontiers Benefit Entrepreneurs?

● It offers regional access to applicants across 14 programmes and 16 locations.

● Open to business ideas from across all sectors including food & consumer products;

information & communication technology; engineering & electronics; medical devices;

biotechnology; pharma, digital media; cleantech/renewable energy; and eligible

internationally-traded services

● Support package valued at €30,000 including a €15,000 tax-free stipend in Phase 2,

subject to satisfactory performance – no equity is taken in your business

● Further support is available in Phase 3 to the value of €10,000+

● Personalised one-to-one mentoring offered by seasoned business mentors from the

Enterprise Ireland Mentor network.

● Expert advice and guidance from an experienced programme team, business

practitioners, investors and other entrepreneurs within the Institutes of Technology and

Universities.

● Access to R&D facilities and specialist expertise from within the Institutes of

Technology/Universities, including access to interns and graduates.

● Practitioner-led workshops in all areas of building a business.

● Regular milestone review meetings to monitor your progress.

● Free co-working space (during Phase 2 and 3).

● Support and guidance in the development of a strong business plan.

Programme Detail

New Frontiers is a three-phase programme, consisting of practical and interactive workshops,

personalised one-to-one mentoring, financial support and co-working space. New Frontiers is a

game-changer for anyone serious about developing their business idea into a successful

start-up.
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Phase 1: Test the Business Idea

Held part-time over an 8-10 week period, Phase 1 will help the new entrepreneur to research

and test the market potential of their business idea. These weekend and evening workshops

provide information and general start-up training, allowing them to evaluate if their idea can be

turned into a viable proposition.

Key Benefits:

● Part-time across week-ends or evenings

● Participants can continue in employment

● Prepares participants for accessing Phase 2

● Helps participants arrive at a go/no-go decision

Phase 2: Develop The Business

Phase 2 is a full-time six-month intensive engagement and places are offered following a

competitive selection process. The focus will be on developing and validating the successful

participants business proposition. They will do this with the support of workshops, mentoring,

regular milestone reviews, free co-working space and the expertise and guidance from the

programme team within the Institute/University.

Key Benefits:

• Support package valued at €30,000 including a €15,000 tax-free stipend in Phase 2,

subject to satisfactory performance.

• Further support is available in Phase 3 for eligible participants.

• Unlike other accelerator programmes – no equity is taken in the  business

• Open to business ideas from across all sectors, including food & consumer products;

information & communication technology; engineering & electronics; medical devices;

biotechnology; pharma, digital media; cleantech/renewable energy; and eligible

internationally traded services.

• Personalised one-to-one mentoring and investor panel sessions offered by seasoned

business mentors from the Enterprise Ireland Mentor network

• It offers regional access to applicants across 13 programmes and 17 locations.
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• Expert advice and guidance from an experienced programme team, business practitioners,

investors and other entrepreneurs within the Institutes of Technology and Technological

Universities.

• Practitioner-led workshops in all areas of building a business.

• Regular milestone review meetings to monitor progress.

• Access to Enterprise Ireland’s Market Research Centre.

• Introductions to seed and early-stage capital investment networks.

• Free co-working space (during Phases 2 and 3).

• Access to R&D facilities and specialist expertise from within the Institutes of

Technology/Universities, including access to interns and graduates.

• Support and guidance in the development of a strong business plan.

Phase 3: Implementing the Business Plan

Having successfully completed Phase 2, participants can apply to participate in Phase 3 of the

programme. Additional financial support will be available for eligible participants. During this

phase, participants will focus on implementing their business plan by bringing their

product/service to market and preparing to acquire further funding.

Key Benefits:

• Further support package valued at €10,000+

• Co-working space for further 3 months

• Introduction to government and private investment support opportunities

• Additional 3 x one-to-one mentoring sessions

3.2 Acumen projects

Exporting businesses have proven to be more innovative, productive and resilient relative to

their non-exporting counterparts and research undertaken by InterTradeIreland (through its
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Business Monitor) indicates that cross-border trading serves as an important ‘stepping stone’

towards taking a wider journey to exporting into markets off the Island of Ireland.

The Acumen programme aims to enhance the capacity and capability of SMEs to take the first

formal steps onto the export ladder by helping to fund an experienced and skilled sales

resource to help businesses to identify new opportunities and win new sales in the cross-border

market.

 

Acumen support options

There are two funding options available under the Acumen programme. The Acumen team will

work closely with the enterprise to help them decide which option is most suitable for their

business needs.

 

Full-time Sales Support

Acumen will fund up to 50% of the cost of a Full-time Sales resource for a 12 month period. The

maximum cost that can be covered is €37,500/£30,000 with Acumen funding up to

€18,750/£15,000. A Full-time sales resource must be an individual directly employed by the

business and not a contractual representative.

Part-time Sales Support

Acumen will fund up to 50% of the cost of a Part-time Sales resource for a 6-12 month period.

The maximum cost that can be covered is €20,000/£16,000 with Acumen funding up to

€10,000/£8,000. A Part-time sales resource can be an individual directly employed by the

business or alternatively a contractual representative e.g. experienced sales agent, consultant or

a lead generation company. Note if using the services of lead generation company, there must

be just one nominated individual delivering the project.

 

Additional Funding and Support

Businesses with considerable export potential and which satisfy the eligibility criteria may

benefit from additional support, which is 100% funded by ITI, to look at issues such as pricing,
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supply chain, competitor analysis etc. prior to submitting a full Acumen application. This will be

explored further through the Export Diagnostic assessment.

When a business is approved for Acumen funding, additional practical support can also be

provided to help with the recruitment process including the following:

● Development of the marketing collateral required for a successful recruitment campaign

including job description, personal specification, job adverts and remuneration package.

● Advice and guidance on the shortlisting and interview process.

● Post recruitment sales training and support.

Sales Support workshops are designed to support companies during their Acumen project and

provide a networking opportunity to meet with other programme participants. The workshops

provide information and practical ways to assist individuals involved in cross border sales to

expand their knowledge and skills.

How will Acumen benefit enterprise start-ups?

Companies that have availed of Acumen support typically report:

● Average £250k/€280k new business development/sales.

● Improved understanding of how to trade within a cross-border market.

● Increased knowledge of cross-border sales opportunities.

● Focused and efficient cross-border sales and marketing strategy.

● Enhanced capability and skills of the business’s management/sales team.

● Increased ability to recruit, manage and retain a sales resource.

3.3 Technet Northwest Skillnet

Tech Northwest Skillnet is a multi-sector business network for companies of all sizes in the

North West focused on technology and innovation.

Network companies work collaboratively to respond locally to skills needs within their

businesses. The network supports regional development by helping local businesses to arrive at

shared local solutions that are more accessible, more affordable and ultimately, more effective
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at meeting their needs. The network addresses both technical and non-technical skills needs

across multiple sectors.

The objective of this network is to support member companies to develop and grow through

the provision of relevant and flexible training, with a core focus on technology, innovation and

competitiveness.

Tech North West Skillnet is promoted by Letterkenny Institute of Technology. Membership of

the network is open to private enterprises in the North West region. Training is mainly delivered

in counties Donegal, Sligo and Leitrim.

Supports to Network Member Companies

• Assist businesses to identify and address their skills needs

• Information regarding successful approaches to learning and talent development

• Flexible training programmes tailored to the needs of businesses in the region

• Guidance on achieving value for money when investing in learning and development

• Programmes for current and future leaders

• Certified and non-certified technical training

• Training relating to communication, problem-solving and other core skills

• Advice on gauging the effectiveness of training

• Access to a network of businesses within the region

• Conferences, seminars, and other informal learning and networking events

3.4 Research and innovation projects

Over the last 5 years, LYIT has won in excess of €5 million in competitively awarded Research

Funding.

It has completed 55 Innovation Vouchers, 3 Innovation Partnerships, 20 Fusion Projects with

companies in Northern Ireland and has established 2 EI funded Applied Research Enhancement

Centres.
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It has also developed two organization post graduate programmes in association with Invest

NI/IDA FDI companies; Pramerica/Allstate and SITA.

In addition, LYIT has developed National Centres of Excellence in Access and APEL/RPL. LYIT is

particularly active in Regional Engagement and is represented on the Donegal County

Development Board, the North West Workforce Development Forum, and the North West

Partnership Board, all of which are designed to contribute to the future Economic, Social and

Cultural life of the North West Region.

Letterkenny Institute of Technology’s Research Strategy 2015/16 - 2019/20 confirms its

significant national profile for excellence in higher education through the pursuit of an

ambitious research development agenda informed by public policy, strong regional

engagement, and a fundamental commitment to a student-centred ethos.

The core of the LYIT Research Strategy is to contribute to this mission by creating a research

and development environment that brings researchers and students together with start-ups,

regional industries and local communities.

ATU Donegal’s  Research Strategy responds to four key drivers:

1. The desire to (re)commit to educational excellence at undergraduate and postgraduate

levels.

2. The imperative to deliver knowledge based benefits to the North West Region of Ireland.

3. The need to support ongoing academic enterprise and business incubation initiatives.

4. The desire to disseminate research findings at international conferences and in peer

reviewed journals.

Current Research Projects

Research-areas-Centres

WiSAR (Enterprise Ireland Technology Gateway)

The WiSAR Lab is a wireless and embedded systems group that provides electrical and

electronic solutions for established companies and technology start-ups throughout Ireland.

NW Centre for Advanced Manufacturing (Interreg V)
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The North West Centre for Advanced Manufacturing (NW CAM) is a new trans-regional centre

for the research and development of innovative solutions.

Bryden Centre, Renewable Energy (Interreg V)

The Bryden Centre creates a ‘virtual centre of competence’ that will support cross-border

research into biomass and marine-based renewable energy sources.

Centre for Personalised Medicine (Interreg V)

The Centre for Personalised Medicine brings together a total of 14 partners from academia,

health services and industry to create the environment needed for personalised medicine

SMARTrenew

SMARTrenew is a project which spans across 6 areas within the Northern Periphery and Arctic

region, wherein there is varying levels of renewable maturity and diverse climatic environments.

There are 8 organisations involved in this project including academic, research, local authority,

SME and National Energy Organisations, with complementary experience, knowledge and

competence in renewable energy sources and storage solutions.

Enter to Transform (Interreg VB NWE)

Enter to transform brings together a total of 12 partners from across North West Europe (NWE).

The project objective is to raise the number of Recognised Refugees (RR) in re-starting

enterprises to sustain growth and innovation in NWE. To achieve this goal, Enter to Transform

looks to develop a supportive environment of hubs, which function through mentoring as “door

opener” for RR re-starters to enter existing entrepreneurial infrastructure.

Innovation and Entrepreneurship.

Design, Innovation, Creativity, Entrepreneurship (DICE) Innovation Academy

DICE is the School of Business at LYIT’s Research Centre that aims to spark a discussion on the

value of creativity and design to both business and society.

RESTART Communities (Erasmus+)

Restart Communities will work with community leaders to provide them with the knowledge,

tools and collective learning spaces required to catalyse community investment and

regeneration.
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TAOIDE, Ocean Energy (Horizon 2020)

The TAOIDE project is developing a fully-integrated generator to grid energy delivery system

with high reliability and availability, suitable for use in multiple architectures of marine

renewable energy systems.

AcHoplnt — Academic hospitality for international students in higher education: building

guidelines for academic and non-academic staff

AcHopInt is an Erasmus Plus funded project whose main aim is to transnationally identify the

conditions of the Academic Hospitality Model and establish good practices to develop a

common methodology for academic hospitality for international students in higher education

institutions.

SECure - SME Early Crisis Toolkit

SECure is an Erasmus Plus funded project, which is led by LYIT, involves 6 partners from across 5

countries. One of the main aims of the project is to enable SMEs to identify and analyse

Early-Warning-Indicators for business crisis and to develop individual suitable measures to

prevent / overcome the crisis.

Generation Data

Generation Data is an Erasmus Plus funded project which aims to improve the ability of HEI

education providers to understand and teach smart data skills, thus providing Students, early

stage entrepreneurs and businesses with more relevant, effective training.

Digital Wellbeing Educators

Digital Wellbeing Educators is funded by Erasmus Plus and aims to increase the capacity of

lecturers and teachers to integrate digital education in a way that promotes the digital

wellbeing of students.

VET Wind II

VET Wind II is a relatively small research project funded by Erasmus Plus. The project is

examining if there is a need by the offshore wind energy sector for harmonisation of education

around offshore wind energy technicians.
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4. Conclusion

This case study has examined the CoLab from three important perspectives, the physical

infrastructure, the strategic vision which is underpinned by the principles of partnership and

collaboration at the regional, national, and international levels which is evidenced by the

significant number of networks which the CoLab is a member of and lastly a structured

framework of supports which scaffolds the embryonic enterprises through mentorship, training

and advice.

The lessons that can be taken from this case study is that for an enterprise to maximise their

chances of survival in the initial stages and to prosper therea�er then an interagency approach

is essential. No one agency has all the answers, and it is a considered application of the

resources available which has proven to be the most effective strategy.
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5.0 Appendix 1: Current Tenants at CoLab

An Garda Siochana  Public Sector

MYM Recruitment Recruitment

BB7 Consulting Ltd Fire Engineers

Firecloud 365 + Eonmat  Fire Technology

General Electric     Renewable Energy

Motarme Sales So�ware

Socotec UK Limited Fire Safety

Arklu Doll Manafucturer

Nvolve (Group Learner Ltd.)

eTraining/So�ware/Fincom

Tech Solutions

Tech Northwest Skillsnet /Grant Connections Training

SRS Aarushi So�ware App Development

Retail Ireland Skillnet/  ( I.B.E.C.) Training

Durgan/Real Media/River Media

Group/Fluxpro Digital Media

Donegal Daily  Online Media

Electroroute    Energy Trading

Enterprise Ireland     Devlopment Agency  

IDA Ireland Devlopment Agency

Bababou Furniture Designer

Consilium Education Ltd Education

On The Dot  Media

ITUS (Perita Bus. Solutions Ltd.)  Cyber Security

JB Interactive Mobile Marketing / Sendmode /

Oakdale / Northbase / Northdale Mobile Marketing

WiSAR Research

Honey Stitches Novelty Gi�

Research Office Public Sector

Sapulus So�ware Development
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Britebiz / Alugo Technologies / Brite

Venue/Bently Productions Events Management So�ware

Revcurv (Stycal - Metro BPM ) So�ware Development

DQS - Consultant Surveyors Consultant Surveyors

Zinkworks    

HD McKay Consulting Engineers Consulting Engineers

Maurice Johnston & Partners  Fire Engineers

Lizoan/Larissa Feeney & Co/Accts Online Accountants

Ernact    +  (Donegal Digital Innov Co.) Public Sector

Ernact    European Research

Titan HQ Previously Cyber Risk Aware Cyber Security

Cloud Ranger/Silver Lining Fire & Cons/Druva

So�ware Development Cloud

infrastructure

Poca Productions & DNK & Media Productions Media

Travizory So�ware Development

Trotman So�ware Ltd So�ware Development
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Chapter 6

Basic knowledge on social economy, social

entrepreneurship, and social enterprises

By Norsensus Mediaforum

In this chapter of the toolkit, we would like to walk you through basic concepts about social

enterprise, relevant resources to help young people to start their own social enterprise and

insights from SEntrA country reports from Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Norway and Romania.

What is a social enterprise

We can start with the obvious question: What is actually a social enterprise? According to the

definition of the European Commission, social enterprise is “an operator in the social economy

whose main objective is to have a social impact rather than make a profit for their owners or

shareholders. It operates by providing goods and services for the market in an entrepreneurial

and innovative fashion and uses its profits primarily to achieve social objectives. It is managed

in an open and responsible manner and, in particular, involves employees, consumers and

stakeholders affected by its commercial activities” (CE, 2011).

This technical definition makes the term “social enterprise” more complicated as it is already

legally a complicated term. When we look at the SEntrA research reports and many other

European reports, ‘Social enterprise’ is a recently established legal term and, as a result, there

are many ways to set up a social enterprise. This leads to the social enterprises landscape to be

quite diverse.

Then you may ask another natural question: If the legal framework may change from country

to country, what makes it a social enterprise?
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Social Enterprise Toolkit (2017) presents a good frame to answer this question. The toolkit refers

to the ultimate condition of being a social enterprise as «adopting a set of principles». These

principles include:

“Impact: Having a clear social and/or environmental mission and reinvesting the majority of

your profits to further the social mission.

Finance/ Profits: Generating the majority of your income through trade.

Ownership: Having a democratic and inclusive view of decision making in the organisation,

including having strong governance, community involvement and a positive stakeholder

engagement

Outcomes: The range of outcomes that social enterprises can deliver range from employing

people with learning difficulties, providing affordable psychology services to low income

families or assisting in helping young people find work. The list is endless” (Social Enterprise

Toolkit, 2017, p. 14).

The impact principle of the social enterprise is the core thing. The Social Startup Toolkit –

written by Philip Ely (2018) further elaborates this impact concept. Accordingly, SEs have a

positive impact on different facets of society:

“Economic impact: For example, a contribution to job creation, especially for disadvantaged

social groups; retaining and/or creation of infrastructure; promotion of business development).

Social impact: For example, delivering social services, such as healthcare, eldercare, childcare

and mobility; empowering of vulnerable social groups and capacity building.

Environmental impact: For example, utilising renewable energy, CO2 reductions, increase of

biodiversity, re/upcycling, environmental awareness, focus on local resources, reducing

transportation externalities and pollution.” (Ely, 2018, pp 21-22)

Many social enterprises can of course focus on several of these impact factors at the same time.
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Types of social enterprises in real world

From both the fancy description by the European Commission and other references, we now

have a clear understanding that what is common in all social enterprises is that they generate

profits, while they follow certain values, objectives and principles to make a positive social,

cultural, economic, or environmental impact. In this frame, social enterprises can be both

non-profit or for-profit organizations and may take the forms of many different types of

organizations. Yet we find traditionally three main categories in many countries, according to

Social Enterprise report (2021):

1. Trading Enterprises

Trading enterprises are forms such as cooperatives, collectives, and other organizations that are

worker- or employee-owned.

2. Financial Institutions

Some types of financial institutions such as credit unions, cooperative banks, and

membership-owned loaners also fall into the social enterprise category.

Unlike regular financial institutions, they usually have social programs for including

disadvantaged people with higher savings rates, low interest rates, and focus less on making

profits and more on helping its members or people.

3. Community Organizations and social businesses

Community organizations and social businesses refer to classic notions of social enterprises,

which may include social businesses, community centers, housing cooperatives, community

interest organizations, shops, and sports clubs.

They exist for a particular purpose and trade commercially with the goal of operating to reinvest

profits into the community with the direction of the values they work towards.

From our reports, you can find many examples of these kinds of organizations. Here are two

examples:

Future Worlds Center (FWC, Cyprus) is an innovative non-profit initiative of social

entrepreneurs using a model of horizontal entrepreneurial management. Their work harnesses
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the power of emerging new technologies and the science of structured democratic dialogue in

order to accelerate positive social change. FWC is promoting regional peace, is an active

promoter of the MDGs (Millenium Development Goals), and supports vulnerable groups. The

organization also runs a number of projects that promote and implement research in the field

of safer use of the Internet; Cyberethics, Cyprus’ Safer Internet Center, which includes a Hotline

and a Helpline.

SoCentral (Norway) is concerned with creating new solutions that can change society. They do

this through broad collaborations with municipalities, businesses and citizens who want to find

solutions to difficult societal challenges.

By gathering, creating and collaborating with those who want to develop a more sustainable

society, the company works to promote sustainable development goals, cooperation, involved

citizens, unity and healthy institutions.

References:

● Ely, Philip (2018). The Social Startup Toolkit. Retrieved May 01, 2022, from

https://socialstartuptoolkit.files.wordpress.com/2018/12/1809_u_sst-toolkit-bookletonlin

e.pdf

● Social Enterprise. CFI Education Inc. (2021, January 29). Retrieved May 20, 2022, from

https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/other/social-enterprise/

● Social Enterprise Toolkit. Irish Social Enterprise Network. (2017). Retrieved April 12, 2022,

from

https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/other/social-enterprise/

● The Creative Enterprise Toolkit. Nesta. (2021). Retrieved May 12, 2022, from

https://media.nesta.org.uk/documents/creative_enterprise_toolkit_english_online.pdf
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WORKSHOPS TO TRY WITH YOUNG PEOPLE

Workshop 1: What is a social enterprise

Learning objectives:

● Be able to identify what makes an organization or business a social enterprise.

● Learn to set up value mapping to quality check for a potential social enterprise.

● Understand what drives or motivates the participants to discover which social enterprise

type is right for them.

Group size: 5-12 participants

Materials: Sticky notes, pens, markers, computers, recorders

Time: approx. 1.5 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Ask the participants to take a paper and pens and draw three items that they associate

with “social enterprise concept” and discuss the shapes they have drawn.

2. Introduce participants to the concept of social enterprise by using the examples and

information provided above.

3. Screen or print out each word from the list below, then ask the participants to re-arrange

them by how important they are on the chart 2 below. You can download the high

resolution version from this link. Creative Enterprise Toolkit
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Courtesy: Creative Enterprise Toolkit

Make sure the participants have a maximum of five values in each column.

4. Ask the participants to present their value charts and encourage other participants to

ask questions about the presenters´values.

5. Then ask them if the values fit any type of social enterprise models you have presented

and their enterprise plans.
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6. Ask the participants if they want to work in one of the presented social enterprise

examples, which one they would choose and which values of theirs fit well with those

organizations.

7. Finalize the workshop with evaluation and QA if needed.

How and where to start a social enterprise?

Now that the young people have a clear idea what constitutes a social enterprise and in what

formats they can be. Maybe they are already convinced to start a social enterprise. While

building their social enterprise, they need:

● Essential entrepreneurial knowledge and skills to develop a socially conscious

organisation;

● Knowledge of how to identify and address a social issue, and the tools to measure

the organisation’s social impact;

● A practical business plan to aid in the development of the social entrepreneurship

project, along with the skills to drive positive change;

● Funding resources;

● People who can help with these issues and mentoring them all the way.

But the young people might ask – How can we find people to help us and why anybody would

want to help us? Good news is that there are many organizations and initiatives that can help

them in this journey. These initiatives can be in the form of incubators or networks for social

entrepreneurs. Considering the importance of mentorship, guidance along with funding, we’ve

put together a list of first-rate sector-specific initiatives and resources in the SEntrA national

reports (https://www.sentraproject.org/portfolio/research/). In the national reports, you may

find organisations, programs and funding possibilities that incubate startups in the social

sector in Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Norway and Romania.

Workshop 2: Me as a social entrepreneur

Learning objective:

● Be able to identify possible partners and supporting incubator programs and funding

opportunities to start and develop a social enterprise.
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Group size: 5-10 participants

Materials: Sticky notes, flipchart papers, pens, markers, pens, mobile phones

Time: approx. 1.5 hours

Workshop steps:

1. Invite the participants to create a word cloud (you may use an online tool for this, such

mentimeter.com, or just a flipchart paper) with words that define a social entrepreneur.

Or you may ask them to draw the profile of a social entrepreneur. What will a person

need to be considered a social entrepreneur?

2. Summarize through discussions the things mentioned by the participants, and focus on

the competences they have described. Introduce them the EntreComp framework (EU,

2016) with the 15 competences that any entrepreneur should develop.

3. Now, it is time to ask the participants to start planning for their first social

initiatives/social businesses. Ask them to take some time and fill out the following

self-reflection canvas, developed as an open educational resource within the Social

Entrepreneurship in Local Communities project.
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4. Each participant then presents their canvas and receives feedback and questions from

you as a facilitator and from the other participants. Try to connect their ideas with the

Sustainable Development Goals (see also SEntrA Framework for Accelerating Youth Social

Entrepreneurship - https://www.sentraproject.org/portfolio/framework/).

5. Debrief the workshop by showing to the participants data from the SEntrA national,

reports (https://www.sentraproject.org/portfolio/research/) about the young people’s

interests regarding the SDGs, when they think of starting a social initiative.

Workshop 3: Find the help you need!

Learning objective:

● Be able to identify possible partners and supporting incubator programs and funding

opportunities to start and develop a social enterprise.

Group size: 3-24 participants

Materials: Sticky notes, flipchart papers, pens, markers, pens, mobile phones

Time: approx. 1.5 hours
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Workshop steps:

1. Ask the participants if they heard about any program, accelerator or funding program

which supports social entrepreneurship? If they are not familiar with the terms, explain

them what these terms are by using one of the resources below:

● Glossary of social entrepreneurship terms

● Incubator and Accelerator role

2. Assign the participants in groups of two and give them a flip chart paper. Ask them to

draw the following table on the flipchart.

3. Encourage them to discuss and find common answers for both lists. Then ask them to

share their answers.

4. Before the workshop, choose one accelerator, incubator and funding initiative from each

country (use the information from the SEntrA reports -

https://www.sentraproject.org/portfolio/research/) and print their descriptions on

separate A4 papers and stick them on the walls where you hold the workshop.

5. Ask the participants to go back to their groups and invite them to read the descriptions

of chosen and printed accelerated, incubator and funding initiatives.

6. Ask them to take notes on some sticky notes while exploring the descriptions of the

organizations.

7. Then invite them to choose relevant initiatives to address their needs on the presented

needs tables.
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8. Ask them to google similar programs and initiatives in their own country on their phone

and let them add at least one program and description on an A4 paper and stick it to the

wall.

9. Let them present briefly the found initiative and why they chose it.

10. End the session with Q&A.
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